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Okanagan, eloudjr with a few 
ahowen this morning, clearing 
t tls  afternoon. clear to­
night and SuiMlay tnorolng be­
coming cloudy Sunday afternoon. 
Scattered s h c m e n ,  winds light,
The A FO R EC A S TPredicted k>w and high tem« p e n tu m  h»lght and S u n ^ .  Kelowna, Penticton, Kamloooa and l^Ttton, 40 and 5$. High and low Friday, 47 and 40 with .01 In. 
of rain.
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JUICE P LAN TS  R U N N IN G  A T  C A P A C ITY
Part of record daily output 
of apple juice in Okanagan’s 
five plants of B.C. Fruit Pro- 
cessors* Ltd. is shown here. 
^Picture was taken at Ethel St. 
.plant where 180 cans are run- 
'^ning through each minute.
Output of all plants is over 
500 cans a minute.
Cylindar a t right fills cans 
with sterilized juice. Worker at 
left is handling capping mach­
ine. Two box cars of empty 
cans are used every d ^ .  .
Apples are being prpeessed 
at a rate, never equalled in 
Okanagan before. Combined 
daily output of apple juice alone 
would fill 15 freight cars.
(Courier Staff Photo)
Strike S ettlem ent
Canada-Britain Pool 
Scientific Knowledge
PR EM IER  TELLS P A R LEY :
Disunity Means 
Socreds' Death
VANCOUVER (CP) —  BriUsh 
(Columbia's Social Credit move­
ment, after pledging itself to a 
united fight to be elected as the 
government of Canada at its sixth 
annual convention Friday, also 
promised to eliminate any inter­
nal difficulties within the party.
Premier Bennett, in a forceful 
keynote address, told the conven­
tion Friday that national govern­
ment could not l>e attained with­
out complete unity.
“Never has a movement had so 
m u c h '  opportunity,” Premier 
Bennett said, warning that in­
ternal feuding would cause the 
death of this movement.
“This is a crusading movement 
. . We must make sure that 
Social Crediters don’t light Social 
Crediters.”
Mr. Bennett won what amount­
ed to a vote of. confidence with 
his defence of a $28 hom ^w ner’s 
rebate. In effect, the government 
agrees to pay the first $28 on 
property taxes.
Victoria district groups spear­
headed an attack to have some 
of the restrictions removed — 
specifically that the rebate should 
be paid, no matter how many 
rooms or suites in a building are
Labor Calls 
For Free
NEW  Y O R K  CUTS IN 
O N  RCM P's D O M A IN
rented. (Resident homeowners 
can qualify while renting one 
suite and/or three rooms.)
Yet, said MLA Don Smith of 
Victoria, a storeowner with his 
home upstairs could receive the 
$28 while running a profitable 
business downstairs.
The Premier said he didn’t
See “DISUNITY”—Page «
Noel M urphy 
Again Heads 
B .C . Socreds
VANCOUVER (CP) — Noel 
M u^hy, president of the B.C. 
Social ( i r ^ t  League since 1953, 
won re-election by acclamation 
at the party’s annual conven­
tion.
Mr. Murphy, 53, will serve a 
two-year term. A pioneer B.C. 
Social Crediter, h,- joined the 
party in 1936 and is regarded as 
a staunch supporter of Social 
Credit monetary theories.
Three other officers were elec­
ted.
Archie Brown of Victoria was 
elected second vice-president; 
Mrs. Evelyn Fingarson of Van­
couver East, who earlier in the 
day was elected convention chair­
man, won re-election as fourth 
vice-president; and Don R ig^n 
of Delta wa^ elected-sjxth vice- 
president.
While there are no concrete de- manager 
velopments in the dispute between 
management and lator that end­
ed in a walkout at the S and K 
Ltd. plywood plant, both sides are 
hoMful of an early settlement.
This was indicated late in the 
week by spokesmen for both par­
ties. Both also agree that the 
main point in dispute centres 
around a foreman that was de­
moted due to layoff, which was 
caused by deteriorating demand 
for plywood.
Several workers had to be laid 
off and the foreman in question 
was returned to the wprk force 
by the company rather than be 
laid off. He was placed on a job 
which the uplon (the Internation­
al Wobdworkcr.s of America) 
maintain was held by a man with 
more union seniority.
Management hold.s that the 
foreman was one of the first em­
ployees in the plant and had more 
company seniority than the other 
man.
On ’Thursday, the Courier quot­
ed Clayton Walls, interior organ­
izer for the IWA, as contending 
that the foreman taking over the 
job from the man with more 
“union seniority” ns ah “injus­
tice” .
tynilnm Crook.s, plywoods plant
issued the 
statement yesterday:
“It is common knowledge that 
the plywood market is in a seri­
ously depressed condition. This 
market condition has made it 
necessary to curtail production. 
“ When curtailment of opera­
tions is forced upon us, we apply 
the principle of seniority, subject 
to the competence of the worker 
involved, to decide who will be 
retained on the payroll. 
INVOLVES FOREMAN 
“The dispute in question in­
volves a foreman who was one of
Father O f City 
Resident Dies 
A t  Vernon
William Gordon Bnllle. 77, fa 
thcr of Mrs, Ronald Frnscr, 722 
Lawson Aveiiiie, died Friday 
morning In Vernon Jubllco Ho.s- 
pltnl following a hrlrcf tllncs.s,
An bld-limo resident of Vernon, 
Mr. Baillic came directly to tlio 
North Okanagan city fro|n Ar- 
mond Brnc, I’crthshlro, Scot,, In 
1907.
Ho Is. survived by his wife 
three daughter.*! and three .sons, 
in addition to 13 grundctiiUlren.
Funeral sorvlce.s will be con 
ducted from Cnn!pl>cll and Winter 
Funeral Home on Monday at 2:30 
p,m.
following our first employees and accord­
ingly has been in the service of 
the company longer than other 
employees who .aj:gstill working.
“The practice O Ta^rem an re-i^; 
verting to the work force is com­
mon when a plant has to curtail 
production. There is certainly no 
injustice involved in this situa­
tion.
“An injustice would occur if 
the foreman in question was de­
prived of a job when he has more 
seniority with the company than 
the majority of workers who are 
still working.”
U S. Gang Leader
n g
NEW YORK (AP) — Police 
called in a stream of underworld 
characters today in a search for 
clues to the killing of bigshot 
mobster Albert Ann.*itasla in n 
plush parbershop of a mid-Man­
hattan hotel. .
Anastasia, 55, former boss of 
the old Murder. Inc., syn­
dicate, who nssertcdly fingered 
dozens of victims himself, was 
riddled with five bullets by two 
masked gunmen ns he sat in a 
barber choir Friday morning.
After pumping shots In Anas- 
tusla's head, buck, hip and hand 
tlie assassins each, wearing a 
glove qn his trigger hand sli))pcd 
quietly from the shop and appar­
ently escaped by subway.
ALL-OUT SEABCII
A hundred doctlvcs wore ns- 
s|griod to search for Anastasia’s 
murderers — and the motive bo 
hind/the killing.
One ranking police official, who 
asked not to be identified, said 
Annslntsin :"wa.s taking over the 
mob" and that professional gun­
men, were brought in by a rival 
group to thwart tliat ambition.
A iKilice s|X)kesmati said «( the 
gunmen: “They knew their Job 
well, d was obviously a t)io(es. 
sional Job and they didn't want 
to have any blundering as they 
did in the Costello shooting.”
He was referring to the wound­
ing of gambler Frank Costello, 
whose skull was nicked with 'n 
bullet last May 2 as he entered 
the foyer of his apartment honac. 
BODYGUARD ABSfENT 
Among those, questioned was 
Anthony Coppola, 49, Anastasia’s 
bodyguard and chauffeur. Cop­
pola said he was at his home in 
Fairviow, N.J., when he learned 
Anastasia was killed.
, Coppola surrendered ’ himself 
for questioning.
llicrc was no explantion of 
why he was not with Annsta.siu 
during titc morning.
After Coppoln.left the police 
stqtion chief of detectives James 
Leggett .said Coppola lied about 
his nctivtics,
Leggett said Coppola lidmittcd 
approaching the Park Sheraton to 
meet Anastasia minutes nftcr the 
shooting, learned what happened 
and left. The chief said Coppola 
drove to his Fnlrview homo and 
then had the car driven to . the 
downtown parking lot where 1 
was found Inst night.
Leggett said more than 60 per 
son.s had been questioned Friday 
night and today but that nobody 
wa.*i talking,
1 never saw so many blind 
people in my life,” .*lnld la^ggcU, 
"nobody knows anything.”
VANCOXJVe R ((n»)—Tree uni­
versity education for all has been 
advocated by delegates attending 
the B.C. Federation of Labor con­
vention here.
The convention passed a resolu­
tion which stated that “the high 
cost of education has denied 
thousands of workers’ children 
the opportunity for a higher edu­
cation.”
John Hayward of the Street 
Railwaymen’s Union said:
I’d gladly help pay the uni­
versity' fees of the millionaires’ 
sons if it meant that university 
education could also be made 
available to the children of the 
working people.”
George Hobbs of the Brother­
hood of Locomotive Firemen and 
Enginemen condemned “provin­
cial , government stinginess” in 
failing to provide adequate facili 
ties for students at Uie Univer­
sity of B.C.
He termed living quarters for 
students at UBC a “disgusting 
shack-town” and urged the pro­
vincial govermnent to spend more 
money for this purpose “even if 
it means cutting back on the road­
building program.”
The convention went formally 
pri,record as favoring more gov­
ernment help for the university 
to finance building construction.
B O A  C O N S T R ia O R  ESCAPES
Six-Foot Snake Causes 
Panic In N ight Club
LONDON (AT) — A itx-foot bpa jwhen the grccn-nnd-black snakei knockc<t down a wall to try la 
tonstrk'tor slUhercd looso In » got out of Us box In <i dressing catch the Uw. \ 
night club hero Friday night, nwn) and slid through n hole ' l n l  It was finally c.nvght behind the
OTTAWA— Prime Minister Dicfenbaker indicated today 
Canada and Britain will step up their exchange of scientific 
information.
He did not elaborate on the point, in talking to reporters 
after emerging from a cabinet meeting addressed by l4im e 
Minister Macmillan of Britain.
M r. D icfenbaker said  exchange of scientific information 
Calls from  police ca rs  In 1 w as discussed in detail. He added  th a t Canada has a larcc olace
PW Y ork  S ta t^  n ra  Hmwnincr 4̂  ̂ P
A freak radio reception that 
seems to occur around this 
time every year is running 
interference with Okanagan 
RCMP communications
New r  t te are dro i g 
out local calls, so much so 
that an RCMP car at Winfield 
cannot be heard in Kelowna. 
The New York calls come in 
clear and powerful.
RCMP here describe it as a 
freak occurrence. It is hard 
to understand, since New York 
State police cars are equipped 
with the same kind of trans­
mitters as local RCMP cars. 
Both use a small 15-watt unk
Office transmitters in cities 
in New York State are heard, 
too, but not so clearly as the 
police cars.
BY daVe  McIn to sh  





Minister P. A. Gaglardi will be 
back in the driver’s seatTuesday, 
at the end of his one-month 
licence suspension.
Mr. Gaglardi lost his licence 
after receiving his second speed­
ing conviction in six months.
Although the suspension doesn’t 
end imtil Tuesday, the highways 
minister already has his licence 
back. The motor vehicles branch 
a t. Victoria let him have it on 
the stipulation he will not drive 
until the suspension ends.
He was granted the licence in 
advance because he will be in 
the interior of B-C. next week. 
Officials , of the branch say ad­





OTTAWA (CP) — There’s no 
doubt that the Progressive Con­
servative government’s proposal 
for a $55-a-month old age pension 
will pass the Commons unop­
posed.
Spokesmen for /ill three opposi­
tion groups 'made that clear 
Friday.-
Bill would boost the pension by 
$9 monthly from 46 for all those 
70 and over. Embodied in the 
same proposal is a similar boost 
in old age assistance payments 
to the needy in the 65-69 age 
bracket, and in pensions for the 
blind and d isable. Cost of these 
tb r^  programs Is shared by th^ 
federal' and’ prdvin'cial 'govern* 
ments, whild pfajmtiwls for thfe' 
universal old age pension come 
solely out of the federal treas­
ury.
Both the CCP and Social Credit 
parties telaimed the increase still 
isn’t  enough, especially for old 
age pensioners who have nothing 
but their monthly government 
cheques to live bn.
He could not say, however, 
whether Canada would partic­
ipate on the Anglo-American sci­
entific committees set up earlier 
this week in Washington.
FULL ECHANGE
It was not immediately clear 
what further co-operation between 
Canada and the United States 
would be possible in the scientific 
field.
There has always been full ex­
change of military scientific in­
formation between the two coun­
tries.
One possibility Is tha^ Canat^a 
will post Britain fully on her sci­
entific research to find a defence 
against the intercontinental bal­
listic missile.
Another possibility is that Brit­
ish scientists will be invited to 
use Canada’s atomic reactor at 
Chalk River, Ont., for research.
Before the cabinet meeting, 
Mr. Macmillan and British For­
eign Secretary Lloyd conferred 
with five Canadian cabinet min­
isters — Mr. Diefenbaker, Ex­
ternal Affairs Minister Smith, De­
fence Minister Pearkes, Finance 
Minister Fleming and Trade Min­
ister Churchill — and their top 
advisers.
Among the Canadian advisers 
were Dr. A. H. Zimmerman, 
chairman of the defence research 
board, and William Bennett, pres­
ident of Atomic Energy of Can­
ada Ltd., a crown corporation. 
SILENT ON TRADE
Mr. Diefenbaker declined to 
say whether trade was discussed.
“We discussed m ai^  things in 
general'terms>”v>'he.Baid after the
hour-long cabinet meeting which 
followed the 90-minute cemfer- 
encc.
Mr. Macmillan said it was a 
"very splendid and memorabla 
occasion” to sit in on a CanadUan 
cabinet meeting, recalling that 
Mrt Diefenbaker had sat in the 
Downing Street cabinet room last 
June when attending the Com­
monwealth prime ministers* con­
ference.
NATO PARLEY
The British prime minister said 
Mr. Diefenbaker shares his view 
that only by interdependence and 
co-operation of nations imbued 
with the spirit of freedom would 
the free world survive.
Shortly before he began his 
talks with Mr. Macmillan the Ca­
nadian prime minister announced 
he would lead the Canadian del­
egation to the December NATO 
council meeting In Paris.
Rest O f Canada. 
Quits Daylight 
Time Sunday
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Most of Canada return.s to stan­
dard time Sunday, Thousand.s 
will turn clocks and watches back 
an hour, ending daylight time 
which started April 28.
British Columbia, Saskatch­
ewan, Manitoba, Newfoundland 
and some New Brunswick and 
Nova Scotia centres went back 
late in September. The rest of 
Canada took an extra month this 




WEST VANCOUVER (CP) — 
Three youths escaped serious 
injury early today wheA their 
car plunged 75 to 100 feet down 
a bank from the upper levels 
highway here.
Rick Kilten, 17, is In North 
Vancouver General Hospital with 
a possible broken arm and head 
and back injuries.
/The other two youths, Brian 
Norman' Davis, 1?. and Carl 
Ramsey, 15, suffered only minor 
injuries.
POLICE S TA N D  R EA D Y
Montreal Will Elect
B U LLETIN S
■ending Scrcamli)*: womvn Juiniv the wall towoid.s where the cui­
ng on to the tables 
Zulu chUf Adongo had just fin* 
abed hin nnahe-charmlng act In 
Cot* (I’̂ aur Club in Soho
toinrr.t were nltting.
With women KocHt-s sereaminf; 
and standing tho ,t/ablea. snake 
expert! tor* up lloorboarda and
bandstand. Rearing nnd hissing, 
It bit three men hnforo it wan 
captured. The club owners «i>cne<l 
a botU* o|l|ftlthiail î ,|o ateritU*
■To r o n to  (Cp ) — spinney, 
four-year-old ehesfnut gelding 
owned by l.ouia Rowan of Los 
Angclea, today won the $60,000 
Canadlati Champlonahlp Stakea. 
Find, pre-race favorite was 
third.
NIAGARA FALI.S, Ont. (CP)— 
Fifty children were evaonated 
minulea before fire enveloped the 
nearby Niagara Biding Academir 
today.
OTTAWA (CP)—Ottawa Rough 
RIdera today walloped Toronto 
Argonauta 23-7 to take aole poo- 
initalwi of aecond cdace la the 
Big Four Football tinlim.
Hie victory, before an catl- 
mated 12,000 fana, coupled with 
Hamilton Hger^ala* lt-17' win 
over Montreal Atouettoa. left Rid' 
era four polnla behind 7riier*Cato 
and two up m  Aloueltoa. Argoa 
are In Inat plaea» wUb m t h v f  nf 
icatebtng n playoff «pat.
MONTREAL (CP) — Montreal 
votes Monday for a Mayor and 66 
councillors nftcr one of the 
warmer campaigns since the first 
in 1833.
The issues arc clearly defined. 
The candidates are massed In 
two main camps. There arc 340,- 
000 eligible voters.
Police have been reinforced by 
more thrip 560 special constables 
to help cope with any clcctlon- 
dny ructions.
Each backed by large organiz­
ations, two men seek the mayor’s 
post. It is a comparatively un­
usual, development. A t h 1 r d 
dropped out this week claiming 
the financial pace wns too swift. 
REFORM PLATFORM 
Thus, Mayor Jean Drnpeau, 41, 
seeks a second term, stnndliig on 
the reform ticket which he pre­
sented In 19.54 when ho bent eight 
other candidates, Sarto Fournier, 
49, a Liberal senator, is making 
his third bid for mnyori Metro- 
tmlUnn government for Montreal 
Island’s 35-odd municlpnliUea la 
the main platform plank.
Adding spice to the campnign, 
Senator Fournier Friday night 
filed a su|>erlor c»urt action 
against Drnpenu for declaring he 
"would not be surprised" if the 
aenntor withdrew from tlio con­
test.
Senotor Foiimlcr charged that 
the stotement wan an effort to 
"favor or procure” Iho moyor’a 
re-election.
The action, token under the 
nipt electoral practices provisions 
of the city charter, aska a $200 
fine or three months In Jail.
It’s been a lavish campaign, 
rich In abundont oratory and llb- 
crol use of radio, newspai>er, 
television and Uoor-lo-door odver- 
Using.
' Th* Issues seem clear. In
Local Nurse 
3rd In Exams
VANCOUVER (CP) — A V ic 
toria girl attending the Univer­
sity of B.C. Nursing School 
gained the highest marks in ex­
aminations conducted by the Re­
gistered Nurses’ Association of 
B.C.
She is 21-year-old Heather Ca­
roline Clark Who is among 252 
awarded the title of re^st^red 
nurse.-',
A .graduat* of-Vancouver Gen­
eral Hospital, Miss Qark plans to 
enter public health work.
Runners-up were 2^eaiM>ld 
Beatrice Profitt of South Vancou­
ver, a graduate of St. Paul’s Hos­
pital, and Elizabeth Warren, aged 
22, of Kelowna.
p u s h i n g  metropolitan govern 
ment, which Premier Duplessis Is 
known to favor. Mr. Fournier 
claims that local autonomy will 
be maintained while costs and ad­
ministrative problems will be im­
proved, 1
He has decried the morality 
theme of Mayor Drnpeau's cam­
paign is “hypo critical,”
The mayor seeks a fresh man­
date to continue tho Civic Action 
Lcnguc’s "public mornliiy clean­
up.” He feels metropolitan gov­
ernment is premature.
Cash, firearms and ammuni­
tion, and probably other items 
as well, were stolen sometime 
last night by thieves who broke 
into Treadgold Sporting Goods 
store on Pendozi St.
Co-proprietor Bill Treadgold 
told The Courier at noon today 
that an inventory was being taken 
to determine the actual loss.
So far, the loss came to $16 In 
currency from the cash till, two 
rifles, two revolvers and an un­
determined amount of ammuni­
tion,
Brcakin was discovered by Mr. 
Treadgold around 9 a.m. today. 
He said the shop had been closed 
last night around 11 o’clock.
USE SKYLIGHT
Entry was gained through a 
small opening in th^  skylight, 
after a fan unit had been remov­
ed. RCMP investigating t h e  
brcakin believe that only a small 
adult or a juvenile c6uld get 
through the 12Vii-inch opening.
It is presumed that if more 
than one were involved, the 
small one possibly opened tho 
rear door for his companion, or 
companions.
Tho back door wns unlocked 
when an employee reported to 
work this morning. The employee 
had been in for several minutes 
before Mr, Treadgold sensed that 
something was wrong.
Mr. Treadgold reported that 
this was the first time tho shop 
ever had been broken li)to and 
he wasn’t sure if insuronce car­
ried covered ovcntuallUcs of this 
kind.
TORONTO (CP) — Two gun- 
nien held three children hostages 
and used their mother as a mes­
senger Friday night in an abor->" 
tive supermarket robbery. . ' 
Mrs. Earl Barber of suburban 
Scarborough, told police the men 
burst into her home and ordered " 
her at gunpoint to carry a de­
mand for money to her husband, 
a supermarket manager,
Mrs. Barber said she‘was taken 
to the store and given a prepared’ '  
note reading: “ Hand over the, 
money.. Your three children are 
hostages.” •
She was instructed to place the’ 
money in shopping bags and go' 
to the rear of the store where an­
other note had been left.
Mrs. Barber did as instructed^ 
and her husband filled several 
bags with bills. But she couldn't 
find a second note. She dropped 
the money and returned to her 
husband who called police.'
The children were found un­
harmed in their beds. They had 
not been disturbed. ’
No trace of the gunmen has 




BONN (AP) —.The first Cana­
dian warships to visit German 
ports in peacetime will arrive In 
Hamburg and Kiel next Wednes­
day, tlio Canadian Embassy an- 
nminced today.
LASTS SIX D A Y S
RAF Joins
ng
WASHINGTON (AP) ~  Vulcan 
jets and Valiont bombers of Brlt- 
nln's RAF win loin with tho U.S. 
Air Force in bringing three great 
American cities--St, Louis, Kan­
sas City and Atlanta—under sim­
ulated nuclear attack for six days 
beginning Oct. 30. ,
'The RAF was InVltcd by tho 
U.S. Strategic Air Command to 
compete against Its D-52’s and 
B47'a in the 1957 annual bomb­
ing, navigation and reconnais­
sance competition.
EQUAL BASIS
Despite handicaps of flying 
over unfamiliar territory and 
n ig h t rcgulntlona which differ 
slightly f r o m  \th o  European 
form, the BriUsh crewa will com 
peto on an equal bAaia wiUi Uje 
Atne l̂l âna,
But tliorc are only four DrlUsh 
jot bombers to compete against 
80 U.S. planes, n io  RAF will be 
represented by crews from two 
bomber groups. Forty-three SAC 
wings will enter two aircraft 
apiece,
ON PAR WITH BICST
Supplies, sup|K)rt equipment 
and maintenance personnel havo 
been nown into SAC'a Plnucastle 
Airfield near Orlando, Fin,, which 
will be the base of operations for 
the RAF aircraft. Tim U,S, 
planes will be based both At Or­
lando and Carswell Air Force 
base, Texas.
American observers regard tho 
Dri|lsli planes and their vrofivs ns 
t)clng on a par with ihn Irest In 
the , Strategic Air (tommand. 
Their oavigatlonal and radcir
equipment, a BriUsh trademarit 
since the early days of avinUpn, 
hnA kept pace with modern-day 
developments- ,
During tho slxHlny compouUon, 
aircraft and men will bo air­
borne a total of 1,500 hours. They 
will fly more than 700,000 mites ■ 
and carry out 270 shnulated ' 
bomb drops on each thro* 
cittoa, ' "if,. ‘'VV ''
Flying 10 minutes and at- 
tacking singly, the Atecraft will; 
form-n bomher/Atream which 
will require 7% hours to pass 
over caeli cHy> ,
Top prize la a trophy for Ih* 
best over-all wing. Other awards 
Will go to wings And Individual 
crews scoring nighest in bomb­
ing, navigatioA and foconnala-, 
sane*. ‘
The
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Turks Take Sec^n'd Lool 
With Rokossovsky Close By
By JOSEPH MacSWEEN 
Canadian Press Staft Writer
The IXirks have a new and 
ugly worry, now that Marshal 
Konstantin K. Rokossovsky has 
come to live beside them.
It would be hard to find a more 
feared symbol of Russian power 
than the 60-year-old warhorse. 
steeped in combat and Red poli­
tics.
Further, Rokossovsky’s appoint­
ment as conrmander of Soviet 
forces bordering Turkey comes at 
time when Russian policy in 
the Middle East has again taken 
a tough turn.
By sending one of Its most hon­
ored soldiers to the area, Russia 
is dramatizing the claim that 
Turkey plans an attack on Syria 
—a claim vehemently denied by 
the Turks.
SAUD'S ROLE
Syria, in rejecting the offer of 
King Saud of Saudi Arabia to 
mediate its dispute with Turkey, 
is obviously going along with 
Russian wishes to make propa­
ganda of the issue at the United 
Nations.
Much of Russia’s propaganda 
success in the crisis so far has 
resulted from the fact that 
Syria’s Arab neighbors have 
stood firmly on her side through 
racial loyalty. A pro-Turkish 
finding by Saud. who is slowly 
acquiring the reputation of a sort 
of pa^iarch among Arabs, might 
change this.
UN observers see in the whole 
pattern little if any hope that 
Russian pressure will be lifted
from Turkey. Russia, flushed]oil pipelines to bypass Syria, 
with the success of its great sci- Rokossovsky’s arrival on this
entific advances, will exploit 
them to the lindt, it Is felt.
OIL FACTOR
Theso. observers say a glance 
at the map is enough to explain 
Russia’s threats and feigned rage 
toward ’Turkey. ’Hiat unhappy 
country sits squarely between So­
viet territory and Syria, which 
has fallen under Communist In 
fluence.
Russia, with an eye on the po­
litical and economic Importance 
of Middle East oil — much of 
which is carried across Syria in 
pipelines — will spate no effort 
to spread its influence, especially 
since plans now are under way 
for construction of trans-Turkey
scene thus has ominous Implica 
tions. The tough soldier was sec­
ond only to Soviet Defence Min­
ister Georgi Zhukov, playing an 
important role in the fighting at 
Moscow and Stalingrad. ’ 
ATOMIC WEAPONS
Following the war, he played : 
more hated role, in Poland, hi 
native coqntry. As commander c 
Polish armed forces, he becam, 
the detested symbol of -Russia: 
domination until Ws recall a yea; 
ago at the demand of the Poles.
Latest reports indicate he is los­
ing no time at his new job: 
Russian broadcast said his forces 
on the ’Turkish border fire train­
ing in the use of atomic weapons.
U N IT ED  K IN G D O M  O P IN IO N
FIRST C A N A D IA N  GIRLS T O  P A R A C H U TE
British Newspapers 
Laud Queen's Visit
Q U EEN  FO R  A  D A Y
Many Miss Good Opportunity 
To Broaden Their knowledge
There are many people in Kelowna and 
the Okanagan who are vitally interested in 
other sections of the globe and what makes it 
tick, in the hotspots and why they are hot­
spots. There are people, in other words, who 
like to be well informed.
And yet, it is surprising how many of 
these people let opportunities to become well 
informed pass them by. For instant, Thurs­
day night at the Canadian Club meeting in 
Kelowna there were roughly one hundred 
people when there could have been easily, 
three, four, yes, five hundred. The hundred 
who did attend learned much and are the 
richer for it; those who did not attend lost 
a good opportunity to become well informed 
on one of the real trouble: spots of the world.
The speaker was a South African who 
has recently come to Canada to live and he 
spoke o n  Africa, not just South Africa, but 
the whole continent, giving background and 
the trend of present political affairs. Natural­
ly, a considerable part of his address was de­
voted to. South Africa, its background, its 
fears, its “apartheid*— which he labelled bas­
ically wrong, unchristian and unworkable—  
and its future, as he saw it. It was an out­
standing evening and it is doubtful it there 
was one in the hundred who did not feel his 
two hours at the meeting had been well spent 
indeed. The speaker was an “easy” one and 
he interspersed his remarks, particularly 
when he was talking about the animals of 
Africa, with a delightful humor. He was direct 
and forthright; obviously he had a thorough 
command of his subject.
We emphasize this in these columns sole­
ly to point out that the Canadian Club is per­
forming a very useful function in this com­
munity. Just as the civic concert series brings 
good music to the community, i]he Canadian 
Club brings good speakers who are well in­
formed on-their particular subject; speakers 
who do not carry “a message” but who can 
and do paint an accurate background of their 
subject upon which their listeners can base 
further reading and form their own conclu­
sions. The Canadian Club membership is 
available to all. Its very reasonable fee is the 
best investment in information on current 
affairs of which we knowi^The pity is that it 
is not the Canadian Club which suffers from 
a too-small membership, but it is those who 




Notice appearing in a Boston newspaper 
90 years ago:
“A man about 46 years of age, giving 
the name of Joshua Coppersmith, has been 
arrc.stcd in New York for attempting to ex­
tort funds froni ignorant and superstitious 
people by exhibiting a , device which he says 
will convey metallic wires so that it will be 
heard by the listener at the other end. He calls 
the Instrunicnt a “telephone",, which is ob­
viously intended to imitate , the word “tele- * 
graph” and win the confidence of those who 
know of the success of the latter instrument.
without understanding the principles on which 
it is based.
“Well iriformed people know that it is 
impossible to transmit the human voice over 
wires as may be done with dots and dashes 
and signals of the Morse code, and that, were 
it possible to do so, the thing would be of no 
practical value. The authorities, who -appre- 
i)cndcd this criminal, are to be congratulated 
and it is to be hoped that this punishment will 
be promt)t and fitting, that it may serve as an 
example to other conscienceless schemers 
who enrich themselves at the expense of their 
fellow creatures.”
It was fortunate for Alexander Graham 
Dell that he came along somewhat later.
ing to Men
If Kelowna girls hold the same ideas as 
their American cousins there is every indica­
tion that about y() per cent of the husbands 
arc going to have a rough time in the nc.\i 
10 years.
A survey made in the United States in­
tended 10 reveal that Miss America is ijot as 
nlurming as Mr. and ’Mrs. America really 
thinks disclosed that of the girls questioned 
between the ngvs of 11 and' 18 there were 94 
per cent who wished to nvarry but only three 
pet cent wished to become housewives. This 
result is even more surprising when it is con- 
bidcred tluit 80 pec cent of iliosc questioned 
wish to grow up like mother, teacher or a fe- 
ihalo relative. i
\
What 1ms caused the dearth of house­
wives? Certainly not the glamor portrayed in 
trlevhion and movies. Only two per cent
showed interest in becoming television or 
movie stijrs. It seems obvious, however, that 
housework in the future will bo left to a min 
ority, or that , the majority of girls will lake 
on a career for which they have not much 
enthusiasm. Motherhood and housewifery is 
certainly one of the most demanding car­
eers in this modernworld, but the majority 
of Anicrican girls who fell under the survey 
indicated they wanted to change thei  ̂ najne, 
but wanted no part of what went with house­
keeping.
I The survey also revealed that all the 
girls wanted steady employment with inter­
esting work,̂  and with “nice people to work 
with". Npnc put high pay on their lists.' ' 
\Vc believe there is one place where 
these can bo found and that is in the home 
where a girl can start out being boss right 
asv.ay. There arc not many jobs equal to that.
By ALTON L. BLAKESLEE
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Science 
has perfected an astonishing 
new jail.
It puts a single molecule of gas 
Into solitary confinement.
That’s quite a feat considering 
that you draw in some 10.000,- 
000.000.000.000.000.000 (10 sextil- 
lion) molecules of gas with every 
breath.
Even the most perfect man 
made vacuums still contain about 
half a million molecules for every 
cubic inch of gas. Outer space 
may be about as nearly crowded 
with molecules of gas that go 
whizzing about, continuously 
bumping into one another at 
high-speed travel.
With the new scientific jail, you 
can in effect hold a gas in your 
hand. , ,
’The Individual gas molecules 
are trapped inside tiny, invisible 
"cages’’ of crystal material. I t’s 
done through a process known as 
clathrating — from the Greek 
meaning latticie—being develop­
ed by Dr. Gerhard Sprengling 
and Dri Lyon Mandelcorn, chem­
ists of . the Westinghouse research 
laboratories here.
STUDY BEHAVIOR 
Clathrating permits scientists 
to study the individual behavior 
of a single molecule of a gas, 
inert and isolated from all its 
companions. The study can pro* 
duce fundamental knowledge, and 
even unusual practical applica­
tions. , ,
Isolated gas molecules can be­
have quite differently than when 
they are in a big mob. _ _
Oxygen molecules ordinarily 
are very active, eager to com­
bine chemically with many other 
materials. In mob action, oxygen 
molecules produce burning and 
rusting, Dr. Sprengling said.
But jailed in clathrate cells, 
they Can’t get together to do, this. 
Each stays chemically inactive.
One future possibility that oxy­
gen might be trapped this way 
inside the fuel for rockets. The 
rocket wouldn’t have to carry 
separate tanks for the fuel and 
the oxygen with which it must 
combine to produce power,
SET FREE
The trapped molecules Inside 
each cell can be sot free by burn­
ing the crystalline material, or 
by dissolving it.
A Clathrate is made by combin­
ing two chemicals so that one be­
comes physically trapped In: Idc 
the crystal structure of the other.
Atominnd molecules of n crys­
tal are grbuped in a regular pat­
tern, with spaces between, Dr. 
Sprengling explains. Molecules of 
the second material become trap­
ped inside the spaces ns the crys­
tal is formed. The spaces or cages 
In the crystal have to be large 
enough tp hold the gas molecule, 
but tight enough so it can t es­
cape through the “bors."
A gas molecule can move about 
hislde its cage, but not get out. 
II doesn't combine chemicnlly 
with the crystal material.
Clathrntes can capture solid, 
liquid or gas molecules.
“By ONLOOKER’’
Special to Tbe Courier 
THOSE ANGRY 
YOUNG MEN AGAIN
Britain’s newspapers have been 
echoing the verdicts of the Can­
adian and American sheets in 
their comments on the Queen’s 
visit to the New WordI By her 
example, she has pushed into the 
background the latest spate of 
comments from the tribe of what 
are called here the “angry young 
men’’—although some of them are 
not so young—about the Queen 
and her circle.
Latest not - so - young angry 
young man to bid for the lime­
light is Malcolm Muggeridge, 
once a newsman, later editor of 
the famous humorous weekly 
“Punch” , from which he has just 
resigned. He has followed, in an 
American magazine, the theme 
kicked off a few months back by 
Lord Altrincham.
Then came a group of AYMs 
getting together to publish a book 
called “Declaration", in which 
they set out what was wrong with 
the world. Among them were 
John CJsborne, who wrote “Look 
Back In Anger” and promptly 
set London’s theatreland on its 
heels a couple of years back, and 
Colin Wilson, who churned out 
“The Outsider”.
Muggeridge's attack has had 
more impact, although compara 
lively speaking it has caused 
little comment. True, a couple of 
mass-circulation Sundfiy papers 
lead off with extracts from his 
article—but this was a few days 
after word came that Muggeridge 
had been signed up by a third 
Sunday newspaper.
Muggeridge was scheduled to 
appear on the state-sponsored 
British Broadcasting Corporation 
TV network. Within a few days 
of, the hoo-ha brewing up, word 
came from the BBC that his ap­
pearance was cancelled.
Behind this decision was Sir 
Ian Jacob, staff officer of the last 
war anii'now^lmss of ttie_,corpor- 
ation. But there~^was an outcry 
against his decision. There, was 
much quoted that remark from 
Voltare, about not agreeing with 
the things said but defending to 
the death the right to say them. 
So Jacob has climbed down, and 
Muggeridge, avowed anti-Royal- 
ist, goes on.
GUESSING TIME 
There was one of those guess­
ing periods around London’s 
newspaperland last week when, 
early one afternoon, it was 
spread around that an “import­
ant announcement” would be 
coming from the Prime Minis­
ter’s house at 10 Downing Street 
at 6 o’clock the same evening.
During the afternoon the buzzes 
grew. Was it to be a peerage for 
Sir Anthony Eden? He had just 
had a medical check-up, and if 
the all-clear had been given there 
was a possibility that he- might 
get back Into the political field. 
But the medical showed that he 
was riill far from recovered.
Stronger was the prediction that 
President Eisenhower would be 
coming over here next year. He 
will be, It is now known, to bo 
present when the American mem­
orial chapel opens at St. Paul’s
Just for the fun of It these 
three girls climbed Into an air­
plane near Kingston, Ont., find 
jumped out at a couple of 
thousand feet. In doing so they 
made history in Canada as they 
are the first cixilian girls,
trained for sport parachuting, 
to jump. Left to right, Marlljui 
Hutchison, 19, a clerk; Bev­
erly Andre, lij. who intends to 
marry this week; and Mrs. 
Glenna Harper, 27.
BYGONE DAYS
Cathedral. And also he may visit 
his home in Scotland. The people 
of Scotland gave him one at the 
end of the war, but he has never 
visited it.
When the word came around 
that the “important announce 
ment” was about Macmillan’s 
visit to Washington there was a 
sense of anti-climax.
OVER BACKWARDS 
Once the news was announced, 
the Prime Minister’s henchmen 
leaned over backwards to empha­
size that his visit was in no way 
connected with the Syrian threat­
ened flare-up.
But what Is felt over here is 
that the main purpose of the 
meetings is some sort of working- 
out of a plan of campaign to 
counter Russian successes in re­
cent weeks following the appear­
ance of the Red Moon, which has 
lad a considerable propaganda 
success in, especially, the Middle 
East..
UNDERNEATH THE ARCHES
I went underneath the arches 
of London’s Waterloo Bridge this 
week to see Britain’s new Na­
tional Film Theatre. It Is the 
second to go up in London in the 
past six years—and hopes for a 
National Theatre remain just 
hopes.
Princess Margaret, most en­
thusiastic of Britain’s Royal film- 
goers—she takes in I everything 
from Elvis Presley upwards, 
either by slipping out to a com­
mercial cinema or taking them 
in at Buckingham Palace’s pri­
vate viewing theatre—opened the 
new building. It cost $189,000 to 
put up, and has caused moans 
from some taxpayers and some 
newspapers—especially those run 
by Canada’s Lord Beaverbrook 
over here.
Personally, 1 am all for such a 
theatre here—and $189,000 is not 
all that much these days. . 
MORE RED
I commented last week about 
the state of art in Britain, and 
how the Arts Council moaned 
that practically all the 125 bodies 
they dish = out their annual $2,- 
700,000 government grant to faced 
financial difficulties during last 
year.
Now comes a warning that if 
things do not improve the famous 
Edinburgh Festival, which at­
tracts visitors from all over the 
world, may fold up. It seems at 
the moment that there is little 
hope of increased financial aid 
from the government, and that 
the people of Edinburgh itself— 
through its local rates-m ay have 
to find the balance.
10 YEARS AGO 
October, 1947
With the purpose of aiding in­
dustrial development and expan­
sion of the provincial economy, 
area surveys will shortly be car­
ried out in all parrts of British 
Columbia oy .the regional develop­
ment division of the department 
of trade and industry, Hon. L. 
H. Eyres announced recently.
The leadership of the world has 
now passed from the hands of 
Britain to the United States, but 
no tears should be shed about the 
passing of the British Empire 
which had served the world well 
when it was needed, B. K. Sand- 
well, editor of Saturday Night, To- 
toronto, told a public .meeting 
sponsored by the Canadian Club.
20 YEARS AGO 
October. 1937
Official notice has been given 
the Rotary Club of Kelowna 
through Rotary International, that 
Germany has decided definitely 
to abandon its Rotary Clubs. The 
German R o t a r y  organization 
came to this decision to disband
in deference to the wishes of its 
ruler, Hitler.
30 YEARS AGO 
October, 1927
The Ocddental Cannery is still 
putting up a pack of pumpkins. 1 
A run orf apples will probably 
commence next week at that fac­
tory.
40 YEARS AGO 
October, 1917
Mr. F. R. E. DeHart and Mr. 
Maxwell Smith of Victoria were 
in the Kamloops district last 
Thursday, Inspecting farm prop­
erty owned by applcants for gov­
ernment loans.
50 YEARS AGO 
October, 1907
Trout fishing remains very 
god for this time of year. Mr. D. 
W. Crowley caught a beautiful 
basketful on Tuesday on the West 
side of the lake at Barnes Bros’, 
place. Eighteen trout comprised 
the catch of a fine average weight 




OTTAWA (CP) — A suggestion 
that Canadian pewspaper men be 
allowed to accompany a prospec­
tive trade mission to Communist 
China was made in the Commons 
by James Sinclair (L-Coast Cap- 
ilano). '
The former* fisheries minister, 
who visited China two_ years ago, 
asked Trade Minister Churchill 
whether* he does not think it “ex­
traordinarily important” that C.1- 
nadiah reporters be allowed to 
accompany trade d^artm ent Of­
ficials intodhina.
N O T I C E
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
Delivery Service of Your j








MUk by.the minrt bat gone up in price. 
'.Wonder if the cow's have gonc  ̂ up,
‘ tbO? Some film art union ouglU to urg;uuze 
tbodc pasture cud-chcwcrs. / •
Ocuibcr is the month most of us who 
drive cars itinri to prwrnsiinatc aiwui getting 
the gn.s buggies winterised.
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TORONTO (CP) — Sclwyn 
Dewdney, Canadian painter and 
author of London, Qnt., spent 
two months this siimmer alone 
In the wilderness Queticc Park in 
northwestern Ontario Investigat­
ing and photographing ancient 
Indian rock paintings and carv­
ings,
The trip was sponsored by the 
Quctlco Foundation, n non-profit 
organization Interested In the 
preservation of Quctlce as a nat­
ural wilderness urea. With infor 
mation collected by the Rbyal 
Ontario Museum, the records will 
be used in a scries of books pub­
lished on the park.
The foundation snl4 Mt*. Dewd 
noy travelled alone for two 
months, covering .more than 700 
miles by plane and boat through 
the 1 ,7.'S0-squarc-mlle park locat­
ed between Fort William and 
Fort Frances. He drew maps lo­
cating each site, photographed 
cneh group In black and white 
find In color, find made 50 draw 
Ings In color to exact size.
The rock paintings and carv­
ings are three to four centuries 
old. Who executed them or why 
Is not known. Mr. Dewdney said 
he hopes onh of the long-term 
results of Ills study will be n more 
concrete understanding of their 
meaning. '
The Ontario department of 
lands and forests provided trans­
portation in the park, which has 
no roads.
$
" I n T h e R e d "  
First Time
CALGARY (CP) —  Alberta’s 
current budget has gone "Into 
the red” for the first time since 
the Social Credit party took oVer 
In 1935, Provincial Treasurer E 
W. Hlnman said Thursday.
The deficit is the result of s 
drop In oil revenues coupled with 
an increase in school grants to 
municipalities, he told more than 
150 delegates attending the 53rd 
convention of the Union of Al 
berta Municipalities.
The province’s bank overdraft 
has reached as high as $21,000,- 
000 in recent veecks but now is 
running at $4,500,000, Mr. Hln- 
man said ho expected it to In­
crease again to $8,500,000 with 
payment of more school grants,
FAMOUS BRIDGE
The Quebec bridge across the 
St. Lawrence near Quebec City 
lias a span of 1,800 feet.
THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
N O TIC E T O  R A T EP A Y ER S
Public Notice is hereby given that the “City of Kelowna 
Zoning By-Law, 1938"-being By-Law No. 740 of The 
Corporation of the City of Kelowna as amended, is now in 
process of revision, more particularly as follows:^—
1. To rezone Lot Forty-three (43), Map Two hundred 
and two (202) save anj? except that part subdivided by Map 
Three thousand and thirty-one (3031) from Zone D —  
Industry to Zone G— Residential;
2. To rezonc Lot One (1), Section Thirty (30), Town­
ship Twenty-six (26), Osoyoos Division Yale District, Phm 
Three thousand and thirty-one (3031) from Zone D—  
Industry to Zone G— Residential;
3. To rezonc Lot Forty-six (46) save and except that 
part shown on Reference Plan “B” Three thousands Nine 
hundred and Fifty-four (“B” 3954), Section Thirty (30), 
Township Twenty-six 26), O.soyoos Division Yale District, 
Plan Two hundred and Two (202) from Zone D—-Industry 
to Zone G— Residential.
4. To rezonc that part of Lot Forty-six (46), Map Two 
hundred and two (202), containing Three and twelve hun­
dredths (3.12) acres more or less, as shown on Plan "B" 
Three thousand Nine hundred and fifty-four (“B"3954) 
from Zone D— Industry to Zone G— Residential.
The above described four Lots arc located to the East 
of Richter Street and to the North of Bay Avenue,
Details of the proposed By-Law may be seen at the 
office of the City Clerk, City Hall, 1435 Water Street, 
Kelowna, B.C,, Monday to Friday inclusive, between the 
hours of nine o’clock in the forenoon and five o’clock in 
the afternoon.
The Municipal Council will meet in special session 
to hear representations of interested persons at 7:30 p.m. 
on Monday, November 4th, 1957, in the Council Chambc’’, 
City Hall, 1435 Water Street, Kelowna, B.C.
Kelowna, B,C. , 0 .  H. DUNN,
October 22, 1957. ' ' City Clerk.
( W u k  . S o i M g A  " B o  
bij iii& ta W a j(4 ,..o ^ fo H ;c O A k  
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This year, a  bettor buy than eVor
THE ROYAL BANK CANADA
■ '»■ ♦... ,....  r-
J r . Hosp. Auxiliary Plans Christmas 
Bake Sale And Novelties Dec. 7
Junior Hospital AuJcUiary prcsi- niture for the Rose Avc. waiting- 
dent Mrs. Rex Rhodes welcomed 1 room. ,
four members at the October [ Mrs. S. Mathews said that plans 
meeting hdd in the Health Centre j for today’s rummage sale in the 
early this week* and attended by|old Safeway store were well in 
32 members. New members are'hand.
Mrs. F. W. Colthart, Mrs. L. G.
6 5 3
Alton. Mrs. J. W. Kelly and Mrs. 
J. N. Woodworth. Mrs. S. Swift
YULE BAKE SALE
Next project for the auxiliary
was elected to fill tlic vacancy ofris the Christmas Baking Sale on 
treasurer caused by the departure December 7. This will be conven-
from Kelowna of Mrs. E. Smith.
Various pieces of equipment 
prcviousl}' ordered for the hospi­
tal have ' arrived, the buying 
committee chairman Mrs. L. 
Leathlcy reported. These include 
the portable suction pump, addi­
tional furniture for the auxiliary’s
ed by Mrs. L. Watson, and besides 
Christnras baking table centres, 
novelty dolls and some handi­
crafts will be featured.
Monday’s meeting , concluded 
with an interesting report of the 
auxiliaries’ convention recently 
held in Vancouver, and given by
semi-private ward and also fur-iMrs. H. R. Henderson.
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Keep Badly Behaved Children 
A t  Home Till Better Trained
By Hot may be traineel at homo to
GARRY CLEVELAND MYERS, i rey>ect Ure ixjssessions of others.
Ph.D.
MANY mothers write me of the 
difficult times they have with the 
lot of 2, 3 or 5 when they lake 
him visiting. Usually it is pretty 
clear from their letters that the 
child in question needs better 
home discipline.
V V k iifiii
There were' many new Can­
adians aboard the ship which 
brought the Second Canadian 
Infantp' Brigade back from 
duty in Germ any, Many of
them, almo.st 150, are children 
born to the soldier’s families in 
Germany and many others are 
German wives of the service 
men. The wives said that in
Germany most girls were 
afraid to be seen with Cana­




Progressive Dinner Lets 
Young Folk Dine Out
“How can a group of six 
[couples with young children meet 
[once a month for dinner in rota- 
Ition at one of their homes with- 
Iout tiring out the hostess?’’
This question came up recently 
[at one of my personal n-moav- 
lanccs before an assembly 
[young homemakers.
BY IDA BAILEY ALLEN
the shell in one piece.
Melt 4 tbsp. butter or margar­
ine.
Stir In 4 tbsp. enriched flour, 
Ti tsp. salt, 6 tsp. parika and Ti 
tsp. monosodium glutamate. 
Gradually stir in 2 c. whole milk 
of and the liquid drained from 1 
I (3 oz.) can sliced broiled mush- 
One solution la a progressive rooms. Stir-cook over a low heat 
dinner when the work is shared, until the sauce thickens.
The six hostesses, living in the| Next, beat 1 egg yolk with 1 
«ame locality, plan the dinner tbsp. lemon juice and tj tbsp.
■ menu and the games of other 
[amusements. Each hostess agrees 
[to prepare and serve in her home 
[one course of a six-course dinner 
[for the others—a dozen guests all 
[told.
Each hostess is responsible for 
[the decorations of her own dia­
ling room or dining spot.
The hostesses who have the 
[most room should be responsible 
[for the elaborate courses. Those 
[with small kitchens or one-room 
[apartments look after the hors 
jd ’oeuvres, the salad or dessert 
[course.
The guests start the first 
jrse at, let us say, seven 
'^ck at a designated home and 
n>rely progress from house to 
unti^ the last,^(fpurse .is .
sherry flavoring if desired. Quick- 
stir into the sauce.'
Add the canned mushrooms 
and 1 pkg. thawed-frozen peas
Arrange the lobster meat in a 
shallow casserole. Pour sauce 
around. Cover the casserole with 
a lid or aluminum foil.
Heat 15 min. in a hot oven, 
400 deg. F.
Note: If frozen .rock lobster 
tails are not available use 3 (7 
oz.) cans lobster meat flaked 
coarse.
TOMORROW’S DINNER
. Tossed Salad or 
Lettuce-Carrot-and-Cress 
Rock Lobster Jardiniere 
Heated Potato Chips 
Baked Crumbed Sliced Eggplant 
Frozen Strawberry Shortcake
IT’S NEW! And luscious! 
Rock Ijobstcr Jardincre com­
bines the lobster '<neat with a
rich sauce that contains mush­
rooms and peas.
AT GLENMORE
''Flu  Epidemic 
Hits School 
Attendance
GLENMORE — The flue epi­
demic hit the Glenmore Element­
ary school this weekend and 
earlier this week there were 80 
students awa.v out of a total en­
rolment of 137—58T'o of the school 
absent. Later in the week there 
were 91, students away, or 66 
absent. Two of the teachers: Miss 
L. Hccko'and Miss D. Dulik, are 
both ill with the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Cam Lipsett 
have as their visitors Mrs. Lip- 
sett’s mother, Mrs. A. K, Savage, 
and her brother Mr. Jack Sav­
age of Ladner, B.C. Also visit­
ing the Lipsetts is Mr. Donald 
Hendrickson of Ladner.
To celebrate her seventh brth- 
day Barbara Robson entertained 
ten of her little friends at a birth­
day party on Saturday, October 
19.
Patsy Karran, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred Karran has been 
a patient in the Children’s Hos­
pital in Vancouver for the past 
two weeks and we are pleased to 
lern that she is expected home 
shortly. :
Mr. and Mrs. T. Gray and son 
Dqnny motored to Vancouver for 
a short visit last weekend.
To celebrate his fourth birth­
day Donny Andersfln son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Andy Anderson, enter­
tained a few of his friends at a 
birthday party on Monday, Oc­
tober 21.
The Glenmore PTA had its 
regular monthly meeting in the 
activity room of the school. Plans 
for the Hallowe’en parties to be 
held at the school were finalized. 
There will be a party for the ele­
mentary school children from 
6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. and also a 
party for the junior high school 
age group from 8:00 p.m. on.
Miss Michiko Hatanoka, aged 
fourteen spoke to the ’group 
about her experiences at the 
World Guide Camp at Doe Lake. 





You’ll be proud of this cover­
let, crocheted nursery friends. 
Do one square at a time, in spare 
time. It’s in single crochet, each 
block in 2 colors.
Pattern 658: crochet directions, 
charts for making cover and pd- 
low in ^Rort yarn.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS in 
coins (stamps cannot be accep­
ted) for this pattern to LAURA 
WHEELER. The Kelowna Cour­
ier . Pattern Dept., 60 Front St. 
W., Toronto. Print plainly PAT­
TERN NUMBER, your NAME 
and ADDRESS.
Two FREE Patterns as a gift 
to our readers—printed right in 
our readers—printed right in our 
1957 Laura Wheeler Ncedlecraft 
Book. Dozens of other designs 
you’ll want to order-easy fas­
cinating handwork for yourself, 
your home, gifts, bazaar items. 
Send 25 cents for your copy of this 
book today!
EN ER G Y  COUNTS IN  IRISH JIG
To be a good dancer you 
just have to put enthusiasm 
into it. And Margo Courts has 
enthusiasm to spare for she
won five first prizes at the 12th 
annual Highland games at Fer­
gus, Ont. This leap is part of 
an Irish jig. ______
BETTER CONTROL
I have often advised some of 
these mothers to make no more 
Falls with the youngster until 
they have better control of him 
at home. It’s embarrassing to 
the hostess and mother, and hard 
for the child, when he must be 
punished while he is a guest, in 
many instances, cutting short 
the visit woulld be better.
He must learn to respect No 
said in a moderate tone—jus 
once! Every mother should try 
to manage her child so well at 
home that he won’t be any troubU 
away from home.
In any strange house, there 
are many things to fascinate the 
toddler. If he is undisciplined at 
home, he may grab or handle 
these things unless his mother 
catches and holds him bodily.
If she has a decent regard for 
the rights of her ho.stess, the 
mother will try to keep her tot 
from harming anything in the 
home of her hostess. But. alas.^ 
how many motljers with undisci­
plined lots don't even try to inter­
cept the child when he attempts 
to handle fragile possessions?
These are the most unwelcome 
guests 1 know.
It is apparent that every 
mother should teach her child 
.the meaniing of No at home and 
‘•that he is not to touch or handle 
things that don’t belong to him. 
She should do this not only to 
protect her own property, but also 
to protect the property of her 
friends and other people.
But no matter how well your
he may show' off when he i.s a 
guest or when you have gvicsts, 
and try to get sm'cial attention.
TOO MUCH ATTENTION
One reason for this is that ho 
may have been talker! about or 
shown off too much by you, or 
been given too much attention 
at other times from the family or 
friends.
If there Is a brother or sister 
near his age. they may vie with 
each other for attendon.
Another reason might bo that 
this child has not played cno\igh 
with other children of his age.
Improvement, at best, can only 
come gradually. He can be help­
ed most by normal experiences 
at home.
(My bulletin.^, “The Very Sel­
fish Child" and "Teaching Child 
Care of Property," may be had 
by sending a self-addressed U.S. 
:dnmpcd envelope to me in care 
of this ncw.spapcr.)
Husband No. 5 Now  
Must Rock 'N ' Roll
GRIFFITHSTOWN, Wales (Re­
uters)—Marj' Gilbert, 65, wed 
for the fifth time, said Friday she 
plans to teach her 31-ycar-old 
husband John to rock ‘n roll. Her 
four previous husbands all died 
“There’s plenty of youth in rr.e 
yet,” she said.“ All my hu.sbands 
have been good men and if John 
goes, n i  get another one.’’ 
Gilbert, a stoker who roomed 
at his bride’s home, said: “We 
don’t mind-all the talk about our 
ages because we’re so happy.
Glenmore Girl To Wed
GLENMORE — Mr. and Mrs. 
Peter Sclzler, of Glenmore, an­
nounce the engagement of their 
eldest daughter, Janet Rose, to 
Mr. Theodore Knorr, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Knorr, 564 Central 
Ave., Kelowna.
The wedding will take place at 
10:30 a.m., Monday, November 
25, in the Church of the Immacu­
late C o n c c p t i o m l ^ ______
Girl Gui
The fourth Kelowna Brownie 
Pack held an enrolment for four 
Tweenies Tuesday, October 22, in 
the Anglican parish hall. Mrs. 
Pollard, Brown Owl of the 2nd 
Kelowna Pack performed the 
ceremony. Enrolled were Allaine 
Farrow, Marjorie Chaplin, Mau­
reen Balfour and Joyce Switzer. 
Service stars were also presented 
at this ceremony, and to Bever­
ley Wolfe went a two-year star; 
while Linda Markle received her 
first.
After the ceremony, an amusing 
skit was performed by the BroW' 
nies under - the direction of two
Iservcd.
PROGRESSIVE DINNER MENU 
First House: Assorted canapes, 
issortcd dips, cheese and celery 
seed erakers.
Second House: Mushroom al- 
Kind soup, raw vegetable rel­
ishes. hot rolls.
Third House: Crab meat Ital­
ian. dilled sliced tomatoes and 
cucumbers.
Fourth House: Roast duck,
brown sauce, sweet jwtato nut 
puffs, baked stuffed oranges.
Fifth House: Tossed green
fialad, toasted cheese fingers.
Last House: M aple, parfait
black coffee. '
Sunday dinner can be based on 
choice of foods from the pre­
ceding menu. 
lUNDAY DINNER
Devlied Tomato Juice 
Crisp Crncker.s 
. Roast Duck with 
Browp Siuico ,
Sweet Potato Nut Puffs 
Brussel Sprout.s 
Maple Parfait or 
Ix'inon Sherbet 
Coffee Tea Milk 
All inoasurmcnl.s are level; re 
[:i)K‘S proportioned to servo 4 to 
, Dougle IngnHUcnta to eerve 12. 
Mushroom Almond Soup: Make 
bream of mushroom sovip accord 
[ng to your favorite recipe. Add a 
la sh  of sherry flavoring and 
icrve garnished with chopped 
lonsted' nlmUiids,
Crab Meal Italian; To 2 c, thick 
breamed honujinnde or icanned 
[uaenroni and cheese, add Uj c. 
■Inked fresh, canned or thnwcrl 
[rozen crab meat, \tsp. Worces- 
[rrshlro, 3 dn.shcs Tabasco and 1 
[b.sp, fresh or frozen lemon Juice.
TVan-sfer to oiled scallop shells 
br individual small catuserolcs,. 
I'over with c, fine soft enrlcherl 
Vend crumb.i inixerl with V« «• 
iirute<l Parmesan or American 
[heeso and 2 tbsii. melted butter 
Ir inarKorine. Ikown in a hot 
Iven, 400 deg. F. 
lUH'K LOBSTER JARDINIERE 
TiKlay we piiMluly present the 
[■hefs latest eientlon — South 
kfriean Rock Ixibster Tails Jar*, 
[inlero, '
To Prepare: Boll 4 to 6 i6 to B 
It ‘ South African rock jobsleri 
Ills according, to directions on, 
ii« fikg. R«^qv*'the meat from!
Coffee or Tea Milk 
TRICK OF THE CHEF
Add, c. chopped onion, sau­
teed in butter, to whipped potato 
and use to border Rock Lobster 
Jardiniere.
FIRST IN U.S.
The first train with a steam 
locomotive in the United States 
ran from Albany to Schenectady, 
N.Y., in 1831.
i m n  SALUB
hard-working Packies; Penny 
Shaw aS the mother of an im­
possible family who thought 
health rules were made to be 
broken, and Gail McFetridge, as 
mother of the Brownies—who 
were almost too good to be true. 
'Ihis entertainment was enjoyed 
by mothers able to attend.
Next came the skipping relay 
race, won by the Imps, and the 
enjoyable evening ended with the 
song, “Goodnight Little Brow  ̂
nies". Brown Owl passed around 
her special Pot of Magic before 
leading the Brownies from the 
hall as dwarfs and giapts.
HITHER >AND YON
RETURNS HOME . . . Mrs. J. 
Cartman has returned to her 
home in Winnipeg after a visit 
here with her father' and step­
mother, Mr. and Mrs. T. Buchan­




WINFIELD—Mr.s. L. Stowe and 
Mrs. K. Jardine were joint hos­
tesses at a shower held at the 
home of Mrs. Stowe to lionor 
Miss Marion Fochler whose mar­
riage . to Mr. George Tyrrell of 
Oyama takes place in the United 
Church today. There were twen­
ty-seven friends present.
Mrs. Stowe met the honoree at 
the door and led her to a chair 
placed in a bower of pink and 
white streamers and centred w'ith 
white wedding bells in front of a 
table on which stood a huge wed­
ding cake filled with gift*;.
Helping the bride-elect undo 
the many beautifully wrapped 
gifts were Miss Marilyn McTnnes 
and Miss Lorraine Worsfold.
After the gifts were displayed, 
games were played and the win­
ners were Mrs. C. Gibbons and 
the honoree herself Miss Fochler. 
Following the games refresh­
ments were served. '
Mrs. Mary V. Edmunds was 
taken by complete surprise on 
her birthday recently when her 
family turned up to visit her at 
supper time bringing with them 
a complete cooked meal plus a 
beautiful birthday cake. The eve­








If you kMp 0 CM«al covered whilt 
(t it cooking it will bo more ovonly 
moitt than if loft uncovorod. A cover 
alto proyontt the cOrtol from fenn* 
ing a dry coating on top.
$1.50 I
A beautiful plastic mirror com- . 
pact containing pressed pow- • 
der and puff. •
6 SHADES I
Another Famous Marcella 
Cosmetic.




Dial 3333 for Delivery
m s k
" . . .  and I  assure you I  never 
try to solve any domestic 
problems,”
PIONEER ROOM
The 1640 parlor from the 
Thomas Hart House at Ipswich, 
Mass., is preserved in New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
-------------r------------------ -̂------
NEIGHBORLY GIFT
WADENA, Sask. (CP)—Reports 
of large vegctablo.s in this di.s- 
trict include a turnip proudly dis­
played by Mrs, C. Erickson. The 
vegetable, with a girth of more 
than 2!) inches, wa.s grown by 






for fall Inrhides the newly de- 
fnu-d, KllHhtly-»hn|M’d, double- 
breasted jacket; Aitluir ,Ial>- 
low use* it for a haiulsoine .suit
(lorte In an )CxqulsU(My sheer 
wool fahrjf h  a shadowy plnid, 
the color, Elizabeth h«lBo. The
By ALICK ALDKN
suit fashion deep jacket band suggesl,'* an 
easy break in the stlhouetle 
and the collar Is neatly plotted 
with long graceful Inpcl.i reach­
ing into the dnuble-hicasted 
closing, highlighted by a ,dus­
ter of winter roses.
S y  V E R A  W IN S T O N
MODISH SWEATER
A soft, kcrchlef-type neck is a 
feature of this, fine gray cashmere 
.sweater which may be worn 
tucked In,blmi.se fa.shion ns shown, 
or ns is the usual wont of a 
'enter. With it Is n gray and r 
K)1 plnUI skirt, the two link 
by an impressive contour belt of 
dark gray leather buckled In 
back. A hnnd.some twosome, es 
pcdnlly nice for campus or coun­
try wear. ,
P H O N E T O D A Y  
T O  M O R R O W
2 , 1 2 3
nay c i .k a n i N o  
L a u n d r y
IN LA ID  TILE
nnd
NEW!
G A R P ETILE
for Every Homo 
.. . . Every Taste 
in COTTON 
and VISCOSE
Large Stock to Clioosc From
KXI’FRT LAVING
\ '
Have M(iasurc Your 




f l o r -l a y  s e r v i c e s
LT D .
"The most complrlely aioeked 








JEN K IN S
C AR TAG E LT D .
Agents for North American 
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That Reminds M e , Tve Got To Take 
M y  Vest To .  .  .  .
M O R R O W  S E R V IC E S
DRY CLEANERS —  LAUNDERERS 
PHONE 2123
I ■ ■ o r  , : ■
D R IV E IN at 10 45  ELLIS
U N IV ER S ITY OIF BRITISH C O LU M B IA
F A C U L T Y  O F  C O M M E R C E
Offers A Wlnl«*« Coume In Kelowna High School
on Policies and Practices o f Business Administration
-M a r k e t in g
NOVEMBER 9 to MARCH 8
Stiidcnl’fi I'ee —  $60,00 ,
U cfurci eviry oilier Salordfiy 10 - 3:,T0 
.Thiii is a unique opp<)hunity for business men.
For I'urllicr Particiilara Write;
R. McCLELtAND, Rcglsirar, Box 77, Kelowna, ILC.
t.
PACKERS EDGE CANUCKS
SAT. OCT. M. 1957 THE DAILY COOVIEB, 4
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SP0RTL16HT
King-Size Donnybrook Was 
Result O f  Lack O f Control
By GEORGE INGLIS
Last night th- hockey fans in Kelowna were treated to one 
of the Donnybrooks that are unnecessary, uninvited and u ^  
appealing, with practically every member of both hockey clubs 
..taking part, whether as a militant or a pacific observer.
Unfortunately, the occurrence, while it may have had the 
appearance of spontaneity at the time that Ted Lebodia thun­
dered into Harry Smith, and went into his notorious sweater- 
pulling routine, it was actually building up throughout the game, 
and wasn’t hindered any by referee Gordon Hamilton.
Incidents throughout the second period, when Vernon triet 
desperately to get back on the win sheet, were the stepping stones 
to the final brawl.
The dullest fan in the 1,600-odd attending the game couldn 
fail to sec something amiss in some of the calls. In the fi«i: 
frame three minor penalties were called —  Kelowna out-shot 
Vernon 13-9 and out-scored them 3-1.
In the second frame there were three minutes and 25 
seconds of fast, end-to-end hockey, with the play starting to 
roughen up, and not one shot on cither goal. At 4:50, Smtm, 
clearing the puck, got rid of it fast and ploughed mto Wilhc 
Schmidt with a check that could be felt in the press box.
Schmidt speared Smith, and he threw down his gloves for 
a brawl. Schmidt continued to spear at him with his sUck, while 
Smith was bare-handed. The call on the penalty, was two for 
' slashing plus a major to Smith, and a major for fighung to 
Schmidt!
In the third frame. Bill Swarbrick dumped Con M adipn  
into the boards, and the wild man from Port Arthur reached 
up with that ever-present stick of his and smashed Swarbrick 
on the back of the head with his stick, while Hamilton was 
fingering the Packer forward. The. penalty on this after a small 
riot simmered down, was two minutes to Swarbrick for spearing, 
plus a 10-min. misconduct, while Madigan got two for slashing 
— nothing done about the intent at aU. Before Madigan was 
subdued he charged Bugs Jones, and tried to carve a piece out 
of him, and no penalty was assessed for that at all.
Danny Moon a newcomer to the Vernon ranks, moved 
over to* the sin-bin where Swarbrick was, and reached over 
-with his trick, trying to impale him in the box, but no penalty 
:was issued.
It was at this point your columnist , muttered to himself, 
“My gosh, this guy Hamilton is the stuff that riots are made of!”
■ NO SOONER SAID
Scant seconds later Smith, in a boisterous mood, upset two 
. -of the Vernon defence in a kittenish mood, and Lebodia skated 
.’on. The next play the brawl started.
“ Smith and Lebodia were broken up once, after Lebt^ia 
^ ad  found his sweater-pulling routine didn’t work to perfection, 
•and they clashed again, rolling on the ice in a welter of pads, 
jskates and flying arms.
■ Madigan started prowling the outskirts of the melee, with 
jiis stick at the “ready” but Packers net-minder, Dave Gatherum, 
^ h o  knows him of old, came alongside with his big stick also 
‘ready, and cooled him off. Madigan broke away, however, and 
"Wound up in a melee with Joe Kaiser, during .which he retrieved 
4iis stick no less than five times, seeking to do business with it. 
I  ken Schmautz, with more courage than ability, took on 
Idle old pro Agar, himself, and George took him to the ice and 
Tried to give him a going-over, but found it a little tough with 
*6uch a lively partner. White-faced and panting. Agar withdrew 
and moUoned to “Moose” Middleton to take the pienace away.
The call on this melee was: fighting majors plds game mis­
conducts to Smith, Lebodia, Kaiser and Madigan, with a minor 
|o r  slashing to Agar. Close enough, for a brawl of this
magnitude, . . . , .  u
 ̂ No one envies a guy the job of having to break up such a 
brawl, especially if he is only a poor innocent linesman like 
John Culos, who has nothing to say one way or the other in 
is matter of this nature. ,
.1 But the feeling of this comer is that it could be averted 
not la?t night, but last Saturday night, when he let a number 
of infractions go unchecked on Vernon’s part as instigators, but 
the Kelowna player when he instituted reprisals.
* It is part of a certain type of hockey to egg a guy into
Sicking up a penalty in order to turn on the power play against is club. If it works against a new referee, why not mark it 
flown on your list of plays to use? The time to nip it in the bud 
IS right then, but Hamilton failed to do so, *unfortunately.
; He boobed, and somebody might have got hurt*
• Please, Mr. Refcrec-in-chicf, don’t let it happen again!
Kelowna Packers stood up nobly to the wild and woolly 
tactics of visiting Vemoa Canadians on Friday night, and beat 
them 4-1, to move well in front of the league, four points from 
their nearest rivals.
The Canadians, smarting frorm their two-in-a-row drub­
bings, at the hands of the Packers and the Kamloops Chiefs, 
came to town with blood in their eye.
Before the evening was over, they had managed to cause 
some of it to flow over the ice, but the Packers remained 
staunch, and barred the door on them for over 59 minutes, 
bllowing a lapse in the first 12 seconds that earned Vernon 
tieir only goal.
IT W AS A  R O U G H  G A M E !
Ted Lebodia, Vernon defence- 
man, is shown ruffled up in 
one of the many skirmishes at 
last night’s Packer - Canadian 
game in the Memorial Arena. 
Locals won 4-1, but not before
a Donnybrook took place near 
the end of the game. Lebodia 
is shown picking up some of his 
equipment after tangling with 
Harry Smith, Packer defence- 
man.
Vancouver 
Be Team To Beat
ton that made the difference in 
the Flyer-Regal game. He scored 
twice. His first goal beat three 
Regal defenders besides goalie" 
Lucien Dechene. He skated in 
from centre ice and blasted a 
low shot after shaking off three 
checks to give Edmonton a 2-1 
lead after rookie Gjerry Leonard 
counted in the first! Doc Couture 
had tied, the score for the Sas­
katoon.
Lyle Willey added another for 
the Regals but Lunde poked his 
second in from a scramble for 
the winner.
Tonight all eight teams are in 
play. Seattle goes to Victoria for 
a date with Colin Kilburn’s Coug­
ars. Victoria has lost six in a 
row. ’ 1
Vancouver is at New Westmin- 
Winnipeg Warriors for first placelster with first place in the coast 
to the Prairie division. division at stake. Saskatoon-St.
Vanrniiver three new- plays their third in as many 
com“ r s S r S .  SaUe H S e k w  tim . agatost C i g a r ,
Flyers to Win-
scored t te  fou . nipeg-where a win will give them
Ron HutchinsoUi lo ri^ r^  rTln first nlace tie with the War-
By The Canadian Press
Vancouver Canucks are already 
looking like- the team to beat in, 
the Coast division of the Western 
Hockey League.
After five games the rejuvena­
ted Vancouverites have four wins 
and a tie to lead second place 
New Westminster by one point. 
The Royals have played one more 
game
The Canucks knocked off the 
Seattle Americans 4-2 Friday to 
pass the idle New Westminster 
club. The Americans tied Van­
couver first time round.
In the other game of the night, 
Edmonton Flyers crept past Sas 
katoon-St. Paul Regals 3-2 in a 
game in Edmonton. The Regals 
loss kept them dead-locked with
Referee Gordon Hamilton (ailed 
to curb the early signs of rough 
play, and as a result, the game 
wound up in a last-period Donny­
brook that waged for 20 minutes 
before it was quelled.
STARTS FRACAS 
Ted Lebodia, Vernon lad man. 
started the fracas with live min­
utes left to play, and the score 
4-1 lor the Packers, when he start­
ed a tussle with Harry Smith.
The spirit of combat spread, 
and encompassed the players on 
both sides, who streamed from 
the boxes finally, after g^ing 
Hamilton and his linesman, John 
Culos, time to get things under 
control.
Aside from the brawl, however, 
the game was one of the fastest 
seen on Kelowna ice In some 
time, and the play-making in 
many instances was beautiful to 
watch.
It was an open-mouthed Pack­
ers crew, however, that watched 
Tom Stecyk snare the puck right 
from Odie Lowe’s snap-back at 
face-off, pass it forward to Lowe 
who dumped it in, and Frank 
King raced in after it.
Before you could say "Hold It! 
King had slarflmed the puck off 
Dave Gatherum’s stick and it 
bounced into the net for the. first 
score of the, game. That was the 
first and last Vernon score pf the 
game.
Smith evened things up at the 
halt way mark in the frame, on 
a power play, when Mike Purban 
got the put* out to him on the 
point, and' he rapped it home 
neatly with'a low slap slftt.
The KaisCT - Roche - Middleton 
line broke away four minutes 
later on a sweet combination play 
that clicked like I a metronome 
right down the ice, with Middle- 
ton handing Kaiser the pay-off 
pass, for a low, hard shot to the 
corner of the net.
Ray Powell, bewitching old pro 
stick handler, earned his first 
goal in the OSHL next, on a 
s m o o th  rush that took him 
through the team, -with the puck 
glued to his stick. He deked Le­
bodia completely out of his posi­
tion, flipped the puck casually 
past Hal Gordon with a grace that 
made it look easy.
. “In the second frame, the traces 
of the riot to come started to 
show through, as the Packers de­
fence proved to be practically 
invulnerable. The lone marker of 
the frame was scored by Bugs 
Jones, was Swarbrick and Cobum 
getting the helpers.
The period was marked by 
some terrific penalty killing on 
•both sides,,
In the final, scoreless frame, the 
riotihg took up most of the play­
ers' energies, but the Canadians 
were unable to take advantage of
still read 4-1 for the Packers. 
SUMMARY
First Period—1. Vernon, King 
(Lowe, Stecyk) :12. 2. Kelowna 
Smith (Durban, Jablonski) 11:54 
3
Leafs Lack Drive But 
Reay Is Still Hoping H
By KENNEDY WELI5
Canadian Press Staff Writer
To'fonto Maple Leafs, more not- 
'.blc for defence than offence in 
jrevious years, have shown little 
dI cither so far this season.
The Leafs finished fifth last 
season with the second-lowest 
goal-scoring total in the Jeaguc. 
It was just about the lowest ebb 
in their history.
Instead ' of shuffling players, 
however, they juggled manage­
ment, and came up with a new 
No. 1 executive Stafford Smythe 
and coach Billy Reay.. Still, 
though adding only one new face, 
they promised more goals and 
*’go-go-go."
In seven ^ m e s  they have
8oals and aUowed 21.
Half of those goals came in their 
(Smith) 18:22. _  one victory, a 7-0 triumph over
Penalties: Smith :38, Stecyk gluing Saturday.
7!23, £^oon 10*25* wahhvittv
Second Period — 5. K elow naJ"^|.'^^^ . . , *
Jones (Swarbrick. Coburn) 6:25 isn’\  wor-
,Penalties: Schmidt (major) and
young and bound
Bidoski and Jablonski 9.46,^^en I improve,” he says logically.
.But Leaf supporters have heard 
j  T, 1 j  e that many times about nearly the
^ i r d  Period-Scoring: None. pjgygrs during the last
Penalties: Moro 1 .^ , Swar-L,gypjg seasons, 
brick (minor and misconduct) ^sked about tonight’s game 
12:13, Madigan 12:13, Smith (ma-^j^jj third-place New York Rang
jor and game misconduct) 15:14,' -------------
Lebodia (major and game mis­
conduct) 15:14, Kaiser (major 
and game misconduct) 15:14,
Madigan (major and game mis­
conduct) 15:14, A g a r  15:14,




A t  Minneapolis
ers. Reay says;
I can’t see New York Improx"* 
Ing any in the future. They’re as 
good ns thty’U ever be now." At 
the moment, that looks good 
enough to finish in the play-offs.
Queried about his power-play, 
a big item In most attacks, Reay 
refuses to be ruffled, despite 
their record of two goals in six 
games.
SAME COMBINATION 
•Tm  going to continue to use 
the same combination," he re- 
olled. This means rookie Frank 
Mahovlich at centre, with Dick 
Duff and Tod Sloan on the Wings 
and George Armstrong and Marc 
Renume on the points.
". . . What can we hope to ac­
complish by pulling off one man 
and putting on another? Experi­
ence is all a couple of them need 
and they won’t get it if we pull 
them off.”
In the only other game tonight, 
Boston Bruins, in second-place 
but sinking fast, try to break a 
three-game losing streak in Mont­
real against the power-packed 
first-place Canadiens. Montreal, 
with goalie Jacques Plante back, 
will. be at full strength for the 
first time this season.
Sunday, Rangers are host to 
Montreal while Detroit Red Wings 
arc in Chicago against the Black 
Hawks.
i son, rmer U p  a m i
Flon Bomber star. Bill (JRed) Jo^l^j^^g umirie division. all the diversions, and the score
hansen, ex-Providence Red, and' -------------------------------- — —
In Golf Tourney
-BjrlAfXI
Brenf McNab from the Quebec 
Aces all scored to make Art 
Champan’s off-season deals look 
successful.
The three are among 11 addi­
tions to last year’s cellar-dwell­
ing Canucks. , ,  , „
Besides Maloney, only Jack Mc­
Leod and Hugh Currie have
" 'T te  S L y ”"“ e r n ' ’cvoJ'’to| TOKYO (CP) -  J a p a ts  Klchl hind. 
I r ^ l o  against Keith AUen’s Am* Nakamura and Kolchi ( ^ ,  using TJe 
ericans although goals-by Ray their putters like magic wands, onto s 
Kinasewich and Val Fonteyne shot into an almost Insurmouni 
twice tied the score. The Canucks able nine-stroke lead today with 
enjoyed a considerable edge in only one more round to be played 
play. McNab, sidelined for a time in the Canada Cup International 
with a bruised leg, continually golf tournament, 
pressed uP ico from his defence playing in occasional rain and 
position. stiff winds, Nakamura, added a
It was Len Lunde for Edmon-lfive-under-par 67 to a previous
brace of 68s for a 54-hole score 
of 203, which put him well In the 
lend for the individual champion 
ship.
U.8a TEAM SECOND 
Ono, his poker-faced partner, 
added a 68 to give the Japanese 
team an aggregate score of 414.
The United States twosome of 
Sam Snead and Jimmy Demarct 
was second — nine strokes be-
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)—Joe 
Gordon who managed the San 
Francisco Seals to a Pacific 
Coast League pennant this sum­
mer, can have the job of man­
aging the Boston Red Sox-owned 
Minneapolis Millers if he wants 
PENTICTON (C P )— Penticton I it.
Vs scored six goals in the third "Gordon was very successful 
period to defeat Kamloops Chiefs the Seals," Joe Cronin,
9-5 in an'Okanagan Senior Hockey Sox general manager, com'
League game here Friday night, mented. "M he would like to 
The win was Penticton s first Lome back as manager of the 
in f o ^  s t a ^ .  ^ e  Chiefs have U j i 11 e r  s, we would be very 
won two and lost two. hannv ”
hM triak and assisting an uie
Dave Wall and Jim Fairburn Seals franchise two years ago but 
picked up a brace of goals for the swapped it with the arriving San 
winners while singles were Francisco Giants for the Minne- 
notched by Bernie Bathgate and apolis American Association club 
A1 Lloyd. The Giants will move the fran-
Johnny Milliard, Fred Sasaka- chise elsewhere to make room 
moose, Mark Marquess, Gerry for their own move from New 
PrinoE and Buddy Evans tallied York, 
for Kamloops. . Gordon, contacted at his home
The Vs, displaying a fighting U  Sacramento,' declared, ‘T il 
spirit lacking in earlier games, nothing to say until I  talk 
held Kamloops in check with per- Cronin.” 
sistent backchecking ™til they Gordon has previously said he
tcpv prefer a west coast scout- With veteran defencemen Kev , . r  ,, «
Conway and Jack Taggart andj“ s 
forward Bob Harper not dressed, 
because of flu, Penticton had only 
11 players in strip.
George Wood in the Penticton
nets turned in_^ah outstanding, ^  Canadian Presa
performance and made several vtTvtamv
brilliant saves on labeled shots. a tsic
At the other end. Don Moog, sub- . P  W- L |  P  A Fts
ing for regular netminder J i n ' ®  4 2 H S L i  2 
Shirley who was out with the New^Westr 6 4 2 y,0 »  17 8
flu, had little chance on the nine Seattle .......  5 2 2 1 10 9 5
shots that eluded him. Victoria 6 0 6 0 13 29 0
The Vs outshot the chiefs 40 PRAIRIE DIVISION 
to 38. Attendance was 1,700. Winnipeg - . 4  3 1 0 13 12 6
Lineups; Saskatoon — 5 3 2 0 19 13 6
KAMLOOPS — goal, Moog; de- Edmonton — 3 2 1 0 12 7 4
fence, Sasakambose, Hinchber-Calgary ----  6 1 5 0 13 25 2
ger, Kernhaghan, Dawes; For- Friday’s Scores
wards, D. Warwick, Milliard, Vancouver 4, Seattle 2 
Leopold,' B. Warwick, Evans, |saskatoon-St. Paul 2, Edmonton 3 
Prince, Hryciuk, Marquess.
goal. Wood; de-




Cuffed sleeves offer a touch 
of confident and gentlemanly 
elegance. Rounded fronts re­
flect continental savoir falre 
SUm tapered trousers for the 
"TRIM LOOK.”
Choose Your Pattern From 




if he failed to get 
I managirig job in the majors.
W H L STAN DIN GS
ooMloe .
NEW YORK (AP)—A1 Lopez of 
the Chicago White Sox, who was 
out of 0  job at this time « yc“»' 
ago, today was named “American 




Canadian entry of Tor- 
A1 Balding and Vancou­
ver’s Stan Leonard v/as in sixth 
place with 430. The veteran 
Leonard had one of tho best third- 
rbund scores with 70, two under 
par. Balding also wai under reg­
ulation figures with a 71.______
Top Spot On
PENTICTON „ .
fence; Dykstra, Tarala, ToUzin; 
forwards, Bathgate, Wakshlnskl, 
Wilson, Pcacosh, Fairburn, Lloyd, 
Wall.
First period—1, Penticton, Pea- 
cosh, 8:04. 2, Penticton, Wall 
(Lloyd). 16.52. 3, Kamloops, Mil­
liard (Hryciuk), 18.41. Penalties: 
Peacosh .22, B. Wanivick 1.19, 
Touzln, 6.10. I „  „  1
Second Period-4, Penticton, 
(Tarala, Wakshlnskl) 10:29. Pdn- 
alty—D.. Warwick 8:23.
■Third Period — 5, Penticton, 
Peacosh (Bathgate) :54. 6, Kam­
loops, Sasakamoose (Dawes) 
2:45. ‘7, Penticton, Bathgate (Pea­
cosh) 0:51. 8, Penticton, Fairburn, 
(Wilson) 13:15. 0, Penticton. Wall 











Y n. >M cin now wtir (ht fintii hctiiM  tig
In NIC wottd—ihe Rcvoluiion.iy Nnr tone- 
nuuR "Cofdicu There l i  m  *•//*»
in the ear,. . ,  n  itnuhiit ttnli. Th* "Cord- 
leu Eitetie" i i  to Ik) you'll never know you 
have it on. Wtithi leu than lA ot.’—ua* tele­





Don't by*piti your chin'ce for happii 
when iu it a 30'ircond demontiratlon 
open up a new life for you.
The''Cordleii Fjreuc" it avaitabte in four 
colon'to blend with any hair color. Incon* 
apicuQut on men. completely concealed OA 
women. I’ull one year guarantee. i
Alt* sik it i*f llf famui Ttnmaittr 5/ttird*!, 
Mfd Modi! Ht4rim Atdt.
For Appointments 
Contact Lyle Pope 
at
Phone 3454
BEWS A P P LIA N C E
551 BERNARD AVE.




Windup of the golfing season 
male section, comes off this week' 
end, ' ''■
„  . nil Presentation of prizes and
owed those of C*ksey StengM^oll won during tho scuson
the pcnnnnt-winnlng New / o r k l  Saturday night at the
YftnKCCS and Paul clubhtlusc, after a dinner, which
Daltlmoro Orioles in th“ 
of tho Baseball Writers 
America who pa 
Associated Press
• -r--- - i iuuilUUUVt nswxie o p i n i o n g ^
f t e s ll rit rs nn,-, rnncUidlnii coicuua com-
V c"s^ a^ Sunday after-In the ss i t  r ss annual I auction for ' this
P®'L  ̂ will take place Saturday arOund
Eighty-three of the 180 voters 9.30  n.m. All male memlicrs of 
felt that Ixipcz’ direction of the the club are urged to attend tho 
sccond-iilacc White Sox was the Saturday party, 
most outstanding. Richards was 
named on 70 ballots and Stengel 
on 25. Frank Pinky Higgins of 
tho tlilfd-plnco Boston Red Sox 
received two votes.
) NEW YORK (AP)/ -  The flrsV 
place tie existing In both confer­
ences of the National Football 
League may bo broken Sunday 
when all 12 teams roar Into the 
fifth week of competition. But 
don’t bet on it. .
None of tho five deadlocked 
tca'ms oppose each other. New 
York Cil;<nt8 and Cleveland 
Browns, tied for tho top' of the 
eastern conference with 3-1 won- 
lost records, lace Washington 
Redskins and Chlcam Cardinals, 
respectively. The (flanta will be 
at hoilao while the Brown* will bo 
on the road.
San Francisco, 'tDers. Detroit 
Lions and Baltimore Colts, In a 
three-way tio for the Western 
Conference lead, alio have won 
three while losing one. Tiro 49crs 
will be host to Chicago Bears, 
the Lions will meet the Rams 
in Los AngcUis and the Colts 
play Green Bay Packers at Iwme,
Lloyd (Wall, Wakshlnskl) 14:21. 
n .  Wntlcton. Fairburn (Peacosh)/ 
15:47. 12, Kamloops, Marquess 
(B, Warwick) 15:54. 13, Kam­
loops, Prince (Leopold) 17:46. 14, 
Kamloops, Evans (Kernnghan) 
19:54.
Penalties — Kcmaghan 14:03,1 
Bathgate 17; 46. _ _ _
Panel S T O N e B O B D
Rutland Pupils 
Beat Teachersr e m e m b e r  w h en
T;.e drain of j RUTI.AND — Ttie Senior High
branches of sjwrt m School soccer team engaged m
States l>cg«n 17 years ago , ana exhibition game with the men 
Uio greats S|Wto Lachers of the staff on Wednes-
along with 16.060.000 ollw r day afternoon. The txiys defeated
* teachers adopting .some und t . ,
i «  T i X l e d ' l a c U c s  In an effort to
Fe^er^ 11 a n h Giie^^^^^  ̂ Joe break through and f !  had a Jot of fun. niid noLouis, Ben Hogan. M ua Patrick
menUtoa * law. actul aUateber cases xesulted.
i f  CABINETS 
-A- W INDOW S 
i f  FR A M ES  '  
i f  G EN ER A L 
M ILLW O R K
H A R V E Y 'S





NSW  W ALI^S...
a Rd t r a n s p o r m s
OL.D WAL.l 6  IN
A J I P P V ...
AT LOW OOSTI
Two simple woys to apply 
—•cement or noil. Preiloi 
new wolhl . PoncI Sfona- 
' bord is 16“  wide in room- 
heloht lenfllhs. N o  lolnls to 
treoll Takes any docoro- 
llon. Fireproof oyp'ooa 
core. Aik for this low-cost 
panel at your lombogsor 
Buildirio Supply Dealer.
Also available In fireproof 
Knotty Pino P o n e l...w llh  
the outhentlc look of ex* 
pensive wood planking.
MaJ* by Hmi i»«n«fochir*r* of 
Stontbord Wollboord . . .  (*>• 
Ilncil In (ir«|>f*of, diyw ell
CAflilrvcikm.
WESTERM GYPSUM PRODUCTS UNITED
wa IUCTUK: 8 AhWAY CHAMBfRV, ININNIPIO 3, MANITOBA
■\
<!!.' I
CHRISTIANS FA C E CRISIS
Bible Society Secretary 
Issues Local Challenge
and the Bible Society's work of 
publishing them in all languages 
(or the missionaries of all chur­
ches. Mr. Tingley said that con­
fronted by millions of people 
pleading for the truth, it is tragic 
the society is forced to curtail
______ ________ production due to lack of ade-
Speaking of the unprecedented jquate supiwrl. 
and ever-increasing demand for TTus. he said, should be a chal- 
Scripturcs throughout the world I lenge to all Christian people who
The Christian Church is facing 
a serious crisis in its world wide 
missionary outreach. Rev. J . A. 
Raymond Tingley, Vancouver, 
provincial secretary of the Brit­
ish and Foreign Bible Society told 
a rally in St. Michael’s and All 
Angels church hall.
Church Page
SAT. OCT. 26. 1557 THE DAILY COURIER
T H E G O LD EN  T E X T
The soul's awakening. j bi 
“ Let no man seek his own, ' w
ut every man another’s 
ealth."—I Corinthians 10:24.






In this lesson Paul writes to 
the church in Corinth, illustrat­
ing his decisions on the principles 
of Christian living by members 
©f the Corinthian group.
The first problem he mentions 
in the eighth chfipter of his first 
epistle to the Corinthians is con­
cerned with the food given by the 
idolatrous as gilts to the idols. 
The city of Corinth, in Greece, 
was for ages devoted to worship 
of Greek and Roman gods, espe­
cially to the goddess of fertility.
These gods had idols erected 
to their worship in the various 
temples and shrines, and the wor­
shipers would bring gifts, many 
of which were foods. As the 
idols cotdd not eat the food, these 
offerings were sold to merchants, 
who offered them to the markets 
to be sold. It seems likely that 
these offerings bore some kind of 
mark to indicate their source, Dr. 
Wilbur M. Smith says.
The question was, whether a 
true Christian should eat meat 
that had once been offered to 
idols.
Paul digresses here to write 
words about knowledge. "If any 
man think that he knoweth any 
tailing , he, knoweth ̂ ptWng yet a§ 
o ' .
tion; lest that by any means, 
when I have preached to others 
I myself should be a castaway.'
The word “castaway" might be 
interpreted s s ' one who “in cer 
tain circumstances, has minis-
Anglican Bishop O f Arctic 
Describes Eskimo's Position
tered to others but might lose his
MONTREAL (CP» — Rt. Rev.
Donald B. Marsh, Anglican Bis­
hop of the Arctic, has been try­
ing for most of his life to under­
stand the Eskimo and his prob­
lems. Now, he says, he has dis­
covered how much he doesn't 
know about them.
The 54-year-old bishop who has 
spent the last 32 years among the'
Eskimos was a s l ^  by a reporter 
why he hadn’t written, a book 
a ^ u t  his northern friends.
He answered:
“When I was in the Arctic only
a few weeks 1 might have written removing the stri
such a book. But now I have dis- Eskimo society, the
covered just how much I really generation may be left to 
don t know. j i.etui.u to their old ways, but will
He does know, however, that jnot know how to survive as their
failed he died.”
One danger the white man 
might not understand was his re­
sponsibility to the, Eskimo.
“Here," he said, “is a wholo 
new environment being thrust 
upon the Eskimo.
“The children are learning a 
new way of life and are not 
carrying on the skills in hunting, 
fishing and tiapping, necessary 
for survival before the arrival of 
the white man.
“If for economic reasons the 
mines, in particular, should shut
:uc-
ught to know. But if any mad 
love God, the same is known to 
him.”
Most of us have some knowl­
edge, even small school children, 
and, if we are wise we add to oiur 
knowledge as we grow older, but 
how little any of us reaUy know 
much in spite of our efforts at 
learning? Not enough to become 
puffed up about it—even for 
those who have the most. Paul 
makes a remarkable statement 
here when he writes that love is 
more essential than knowledge, 
and God requires that of all of 
us, the wise as well as the ig­
norant.
Paul directs ,his Corinthian 
brethren that it is not a sin to 
eat these foods that have been 
offered to idols, but, for the sake 
of weaker brethren who might 
be led astray if they partook of 
such foods, it would be better not 
to eat them.
For himself, Paul says, “ If 
meat make my brother to offend, 
1 will cat no flesh yirhile the world 
standeth, lest I make my brother 
to offend."
In a recent letter we studied 
Paul’s words how he, being a free 
man, has become the servant of 
all men. “But 1 keep under my 
body, and bring it into subjcc'
reward.”
Paul then reminds his readers 
that their forefathers, after ac­
cepting Moses as their divinely 
appointed deliverer from captiv­
ity, had pledged themselves to 
be his followers. But they fell 
from grace and displeased God 
Who had freed them and show­
ered them with blessings; and 
were punished for their sins.
Now about temptation, which 
comes to all, young and old, rich 
and poor, free people and those 
in captivity. Paul says: there is 
no temptation ^ a t  may come to 
us but what is common to every­
one. “But God is faithful, who 
will not suffer you to be tempted 
above that ye are able; but will 
wito the temptaton also make a 
way to escape, that ye may be 
able to bear it.
That is a wonderful thought 
which the teachers should stress 
when studying this lesson. Re­
member, when tempted, that 
Christ will give you the power 
to resist it and show you the bet­
ter way, or, as Paul says, “a way 
to escape.
An4 , remind all the pupils too, 
that as they meet people from 
their earliest schooldays to old 
age, they may be influences for 
good to them if they live accord­
ing to Christ’s teachings. Ana 
keep in mind, too, the Memory 
Verse teaching, that it is better 
to consider your neighbor’s wants 
than to seek your own well being.
MEMORY VERSE 
“Let no man seek his own, but 
every man another man’s 
wealth.”—I Corinthians 10:24.
his 8,500 parishioners scattered
over 2,750,000 square miles are 
in an unusual position.
»“The Eskimo is a stone-age 
man living in the atomic age,” he 
said. “IThis means a tremendous 
amount of psychological, mental 
and social adjustment.
“Until a very short time ago he 
was a hunter and fisherman who 
lived by his ability to catch game. 
If he succeeded he lived, if he
ancestors did.”
Lutheran Rally 
N o v . 1 M arks 
Reformation
Commemorating the Reforma­
tion, Lutheran churches through 
out the Okanagan Valley will par­
ticipate in the Reformation Rally 
being held in Christ Lutheran 
church, Kelowna, on Friday, No­
vember 1 at 8 p.m., when Pastor 
H. Keil, of Vernon, will be the. 
guest speaker. Pastor H. Epp is 
in charge here.
During the evening a colored 
film entitled“ Harvest of the 
Years” will be shown. T his film 
depicts the history of the Luther­
an church on the North American 
continent. Of particular interest 
is the fact that the first Lutheran 
sei^ce on this continent was held 
by one of the early Danish expedi 
tions on the shores of Hudson’s 
Bay, in the seventeenth century
VICTORIA (CP)—There is no 
conflict between astronomy and 
the teachings of the church. Fa 
ther Martin McCarthy, a priest 
and an astronomer, said Tuesday 
at the Dominion Astrophysical 
Observatory.
“By our researches we find 
more evidence of the p>ower and 
goodness and great glory of God,” 
Father McCarthy said.^
“It is as though God were wait­
ing behind each door opened by 
scientife research to reveal his 
presence in the created universe.”
Father McCarthy is on the staff 
of the Vatican Observatory and 
has been visiting North American 
observatories since June, 1956, 
before taking up his duties there. 
He is visiting the Dominion As­
trophysical Observatory on the 
invitation of the director. Dr. R. 
M. Petrie.
llie  special purpose of his visit, 
of several weeks’ duration is to 
study spectrum plates in connec­
tion with research on “relative­
ly cold stars,” he said.
Pastor Boufke 
Gives
, Rev. R. M. Bourke, pastor of 
People’s Mission, Kelowna, re­
turned recently from Dauphin, 
Man.
Aa chairman of the western 
lira a ^  of the Associated Ga.spel 
Churches of , Canada, Pastor 
Bourke conducted executive meet­
ings at Dauphin and participated 
In public services for several eve­
nings.
A new church at Parksidc, 
Man., was received into fellow­
ship of the Associated Gospel 
Chvirchcs of Canada, Pastor 
Bourke' reported. There are how 
over (55 churches in fellowship 
with AGCC. he said.
l i l l Massif-
enjoy the blessings which the 
open biblc has brought them.
WAKE UP B.C.
When will we wake up, he ask­
ed, to the realization that unless 
we share toe bible with the mil­
lions who in Asia and' Africa arc 
on the move and searching for 
the answer, we in this land will 
ourselves lose it.
It was foolish to think, he add­
ed. that great churches can be 
built in this land and the cries 
of millions hungering for truth 
ignored. If the cry remain.s un­
heeded others, like the commun­
ists. will provide their answe: 
and humanity will be doomed to 
slavery and darkness.
Mr. Tingley stated that while 
the bible society in 153 years has 
published Scriptures in 844 lan­
guages and circulated a dally 
average of 11,(X)0 copies, the com­
munists in 10 years have oubllsh- 
ed Lenin’s writiing in 968 lan­
guages.
GREAT LOSS
He stated that last year the 
bible society circulated 10,000,000 
copies of the scriptures at a loss 
of $1,000,000.
It is pathetic, he continued, 
that lor the first time in 153 
years the society is faced with 
the necessity of reducing its pro­
duction because Christian peo­
ple do not respond generously to 
the challenge of this greatest of 
all causes—the sharing of the 
Christion message with an awak­
ening world.
Mr. Tingley is making his an­
nual trip through the Okanagan 
and was guest preacher on Sun­
day morning at Bethel Baptist 
church and at the Evangel Tab­
ernacle. In the evening he 
spoke at the Church of the Men 
nonite Brethren, prior to the city­
wide rally.
The secretary displayed a mo­
tion picture portraying the work 
of the society.
Lieut. Richard Wicks was elec­
ted president of the Kelowna 
branch of the society and Mrs. 
David DeGroot treasurer. The 
secretary is Mrs. M. Northcott. 
All ministers are vice-presidents, 
and the secretary, Mr. Tinglpy, 
was introduced by Ven. D. S. 
Catchpole.
OPPORTUNITY 
Doors of opportunity open to­
day for the Christian message 
will be closed tomorrow unless 
we enter them now with the Scrip­
tures in the languages of the 
people, Rev. J. A. Raymond 
Tingley, Vancouver, provincial 
secretary of the British and For­
eign Bible Society, told a Winfield 
rally.
The secretary stated the so­
ciety is working with more than 
800 missionaries in translating 
and publishing the Scriptures in 
240 languages, in 50 of which no 
portion of the Bible is yet in print. 
TOs essential and urgent work, 
he said, needs increasing support 
by all those who benefit from the 
open Bible.
FACE TRAGEDY 
Mr. Tingley said that It Is 
tragic that in face of the .unpre­
cedented and ever-increasing call 
for Scriptures, throughout the 
world, the Bible Society must re­
duce production due to ^®ck of 
adequate support.
“What will the awakening peo­
ple of the world read,” he asked, 
“if they are denied the truth 
which alone will make them 
free?”
This, he stated, is the most 
urgent question confronting this 
generation, for what people read 
determined destiny.
I. A. Gleddie was elected presi­
dent of the Winfield branch of 
the society. Blake Nobles is sec­
retary and Gordon Shaw is the 
treasurer. Other members of the 
committee are S. Tyndall, E. 
Swanson, S. W. Johnson, I. Sei- 
bel and Mrs.-Toews. The minis­
ters of the local churches are 
vice-presidents.
GUEST PREACHER
Rev. H. C. Wilkinson, general 
secretary of the Grand Ligne 
Mission will be guest preacher 
at First Baptist Church on Sun­
day evening. Octover 27. The 
Grand Ligne Mission is a Bap­
tist work among French-speak­
ing Canadians, and was com­
menced over KW years ago in 
Quebec. Mr. Wilkinson will be 
bringing first-hand information 
as to its progress, triumphs and 
problems.
RECKLESS D R IV ER S  C O M M IT  
G R A V E  S IN , D EC LAR ES  P A P E R
ROME (Reuters) —  Reckless drivers are committing 
sin the Italian Catholic Review Palestra de G ero siys  
in its latest issue.
The Review, an authoritative publication of the Italian 
clergy, says road traffic is one of the gravest problems of 
modern times.
Reckless drivers commit sin “graver and more fre­
quent than is commonly thought," it says.




VICTORIA (CP> — A confer- 
ence between city council and 
the Memorial Arena commission, 
generally expected to produce 
fireworks, pi^uced little argu­
ment Thursday. There were only 
a few b a rb ^  questions, and 
many answers that appeared to 
satisfy aldermen.
The quiet 2V4-hour session pro­
duced agreement that in future 
the commission will send council 
monthly operations reports, and 
Information that toe commission 
is investigating the experience 




ish Columbia youth council has 
been told that salacious literature 
being sold openly on newsstands 
Is a much greater menace to 
youth than dritiks or drugs. Chair­
man Paul Myers of toe juvenile 
protection committee of the 
Washington Congress of Parents 
and Teachers, told the council’s 
annual meeting that the “ filthy 
literature,” as he put it. present­
ed a greater problem than was 
generally realized.
“Wc read these magazines 
from cover to cover.” he said, 
’and they contain all the trash 
imaginable.”
FISHERMAN DROWNED
LANGLEY, B.C. <CP) — Bert 
Peterson. 68. of West Langley 
was drowned when rough water 
upset a small rowboat from which 
he was fishing in the Fraser 
river. R. C. Twiddle, 60. toe dead 
man’s companion on the trip, told 
RCMP the boat upset near the 
dock at West Langley. He said 
he swam ashore but did not see 
Peterson in the dark.
CURFEW ADOPTED 
KINNAIRD, B.C. (CP) -  The 
Kinnaird village commission has 
deci cd to impose a curfew on 
all village children under 16, Hie 
system will go into effect once 
a siren has been obtained. A 
warning signal will be sounded 
at 9 p.m. and the curfew will be 
in effect at 9:30.
CHARGES WITHDRAWN
SAANICH (CP' -  Charges of 
selling after hours, laid against 
a number of Saanich merchants, 
were withdrawn in Saanich police 
cotirt. The merchants had been 
chargL-d with selling illegally on 
the Saanich Monday half-holiday. 
Cases will proceed against other 
merchants charged with selling 
illegally on Sunday.
.\S1AN FLU SUPPLIES
VICTORIA (CP) — First gen­
eral supplies -of Asian flu vac­
cine reached here Thursday. 
Some 2,000 doses arrived. They 
were immediately distributed to 
the general and private hospitals, 
police, firemen, B.C. Electric and 
B.C. Telephone company employ­
ees.
C H U R C H  S E R V IC E S
CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE SOCIETY
Corner Bernard and Bertram 
Street.
Thi.s Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, in 
Boston, Massachusetts.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27. 1957
Morning Service 11 a.m.
Lesson Sermon 
“ PROBATION AFTER 
DEATH”
Sunday School, 11 a.m.
Testimony Meeting, 8:00 p.m. 
on Wednesday.
Reading Room will be open on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays 
3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
PROGRAM
Every Sunday at 9:15 p.m. 
over CKOV, 630 kc.













“COME, WORSHIP WITH 
US!’’
FIRST U N ITED  
CHURCH
Rev. R. S. Leitch, B.A., B.D. 
Minister 
Assistant
Rev. D. M. Perley,' B.A., B.D.
Dr. Ivan Beadle, Mus.D. 
Organist and Choir Director
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1957 









K E LO W N A  CHURCH H A S  SIM PLE D IG N IT Y
Dedicated in early April, St. 
David’n Presbyterian church 
on the corner of Pendozi Street 
and Sutherland Avenue Is a
building of simple dignity. It drnl-llkc arches, reminiscent 
combines the Intensely modern of age-old ))lncc.s of worship in 
in architecture with the tradi­




PLEASANTON. Calif. (AP) — 
The world’s first all - privately 
financed atomic plant Friday 
poured enough electricity over 
Pacific Gas nnd Electric Com­
pany lines in California to supply 
the needs of a town of 12,000'iper- 
sons.
The plant, developed with Gen 
oral Electric Company, began 
operating commercially Thurs­
day,
H. R. Sutherland, president of 
Pacific Gas which has lnvc.stod 
$572,000 it) the project, said the 
electricity costs 50 per cent more 
than electricity produced by con­
ventional means. But he said 
there will be n big' saving if 
Europe. ; "\Vc find ways ,of prolonging the
Covu'ler Photo by Inglis life of the atomic fuel clement.”
Problem of Christian Freedom ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
' ' ■ ....................... ' '    ................. ''   ^rlotlllaiM 8^ 9tIR;>T; ' 10. -  ;  '  ......................
By Alfrad J .  Buetchar
E V A N G E L
T A B ER N A C LE
1448 BERTRAM STREET
Pentecostal Assemblies of 
Canada
Pastor: Rev. W. C .Stevenson
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1957




SERVICE ........... 7:30 p.m.
•  CHOIR
•  LADIES’ TRIO DUET
You are welcome at (he 
Tabernacle
S AIN T M IC H A EL 
and A LL  A N G E LS ' 
CHURCH
(ANGUCAN) ,
Comer Richter St. and 
Sutherland Ave.
Clergy:
•VEN. D. S. CATCHPOLE 
REV. CYRIL CLARKE
Services Broadcast at 11 a.m. 
on 2nd and 5th Sundays
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27. 1957




11:00 a.m.—(1st and 3rd Sun­
days) H o l y  Communion 
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayer





(Next to High School)
REV. E. MARTIN. Minister
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1057
9:45 a.m.—











SUNDAY, OCT. 27, 1957 
9:45 a.m,—Church School 
11:00 a.m.— '
Morning Family Worship 
“ THE GREAT 
INVITATION”
7:30 p.m.—Evening Service 
Guest Preacher:
Rev. H. C. Wilkinson
Grande Ligne Mission
Wednesday, 8 p.m., 
Prayer and Bible Study
How Chrlillan Scienca Heals
“A HEALING. OF 
GRIEF”
CKOV, 630 ki), Sunday, 
9:15 p.m.
M ISSIO N R O A D  
U N ITED  CHURCH
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1957
9:45 a.m.— Sunday School 
11:00 a.m.^—
Moring Worship. Theme—  
‘The Seeker and the Thought’
FELIAIWBIIIP DINNER AT 
AQUATIC TUESDAY, 20lh
D. M. Perley, Paster
Z IO N
Apostolic Church
Pastor: Rev, John D. Francis
Winter Location;—
.Women'* Institute Hall 
Glenn Ave.
SUNDAY, OCT. 27. 1987
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Both Sunday at 11 a.m. and 
Wednesday at 8 ‘ p .m ., are 
held at Comer King St. 
and Brookslde Ave.
Everyone Welcoma
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
ON SUNDAY
■\
ClKts of ('"hhI otU'red lo Idols 
weie Inter hold In the uvnikot.H. 
Paul advlMS the Corinthians
not to rat .'iuch meat, hoi
raure it was evil, hut Iwcnuse 
il might tempi weaker brethicn
to În.
No tenqdnUon c(\tn<s to ». 
man l>ut is ('oinn)on to all. I’loil 
wrote the Corinthians, But Go<i 
is faithfi^d nnd wilt not tempt| 
one more than he is able to
resist. b\it will; show how to 
wulislnnd It,
Ihud UMUiiul-s the CorlnU»lnn.H 
that nUhouKh (heir (oielnthn* 
had pledged IhemselVe.s to fol­
low Moses, tneir divinely Bi>-
IH)lntcd leader, they rlisplciised 
God by worshiping idolji and 
other hin;i, \
’’Whatfoevor ,ve do,'do lo the 
glory of (]od,” admonishes 
I’aui, but let no man seek his
own go)id, but the good of 
others.
Memory Verse:-i-I Corinthians 
10:24.
T H E P EO P LE'S  M ISS IO N
REV. B. M, BOURKB1 BLOCK SOUTH OF P.O.
★  TEN TH  A N N IV ER S A R Y  SERVICES ★
9:45 a.m .-Sunday School
T 1:0 0  a.m .’-Anm versary Message 
"S IT T IN G  i[INDER A N  D A K "
7 :1 5  p.m.~Evangolistic Service J
' •  PASTOR b o u r k e  PREACIIINO
•  flPKC'IAL MUSIC /
•  KODACiinOME SI.IDICR OF CAMP 1957 /
•  EVERYONE WEIX’OMK
CKOV Mon,, Wed,, Frl. —Tiio -  Good News of The Air
THE
S A LV A T IO N  A R M Y
146.5 St. Paul St.
LIEUT. A. R. JARVIE 
LIEUT. R. HICKS
SUNDAY MEETINGS 






Home League Meeting 
((or women) 





Sabbath .School    D!30 a.m.












SAKDBERG—F um rat *ervtce tor 
B al^ Pctor DcmaW Saodberf be- 
i loved Utile son of Mr. and Mrs 
Donald Sandberg of 123* Ethel St 
wUl be held on Mtmday. O e fe ^
1 2*tb. a t 2 p.m. from Day’s Cha­
pelt of Remembrance, R t Rev, 
Msgr. W. B. McKenzie officiating 
intorment In the Kelowna Ceme- 
tecy. Day’s Funeral Service Is in 
charge of the arrangements. 51
Business Personal
Announcement
O K A N A G A N  M ER C A N T ILE  A G E N C Y
as o f November 1st
WATT—Suddenly in North Saan­
ich on October 18, 1957, Archibald 
Alexander Watt, aged 72 years, of 
9 ^  Ileywood Avenue, beloved hus­
band of Kathleen Marrable. and 
father of Barbara Rose. He also 
leaves three brothers, George M. 
Watt of Okanaga.i Mission. Oving- 
ton Watt of Chilliwack. B.C., Rob- 
ert-«. Watt of Oakland. Cal., one 
sister. Mrs. CecU B. Pearson of 
North Vancouver, also nieces and 
nephews. The late Mr. Watt was 
born in Durham. England, and 
hgd been a resident of Victoria 
foe. over 50 years. He was for 40 
yc*rs in the Land Department of 
the B.C. Government wtih the cx- 
tlon of overseas service 1914cej
THEIR NEW ADDRESS WILL BE
26 6  B ER N A R D
PHONE 2675
They will bt looking forward to seeing their old customers 
at their new home.
50. 52, 54
Accused M an Gets 
False Teeth Back
EDMONTON fCPl — A man 
accused of murder had his false 
teeth returned by the court.
The false teeth had been filed 
as an exhibit at the preUminary 
h e a r i n g  of Lawrence Joseph 
Kcandler on a murder charge 
laid in connection with the death 
of Florence MacLellan, 36, ip a 
downtown rooming house Sept. 16
Magistrate F. W. Barclay al­
lowed a defence application for 
return of the teeth which had 
been found, police said, at the 
murder scene. Kcandler agreed 
to produce the teeth if needed at 
the Supreme Court trial.
The hearing was adjourned to 
Nov. 8 when more prosecution 
witnesses wiU be heard.
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19lA.wilh the 16th Canadian Scot- 
tishi He was severely wounded at 
Festubert in 1915. The late Mr. 
Watt was a Past President of the 
Public Service Branch. Canadian 
Legion. B.E.S.L.. and Right-of- 
way Agent for the Pacific Great 
Eastern Railway. 1950-1958. 
Funeral services will be held in 
Christ Church Cathedral on Tues­
day. October 22. at 2:15 p.m. In- 
tejrnient in Colwood Burial Park, 
McCall Bros. Funeral Directors 
Ltd.- 51
ONE FULLY MODERN furnished 
2 bedroom cabin. Phone 3910
52




Tw o  Broken legs 
In Wild Ride
DUNCAN (CP)-A 15-ycar-old 
Westholme girl suffered two bro­
ken legs when thrown from a 
wildly careening car which tried 
to elude a police chase here early 
Saturday.
Three people were taken to hos 
pital from the wrecked car. Police 
said one passenger fled from the 
scene and a second girl had pre- 
iously been let out of the car. 
Police had followed the speed
m e  DAXLT GODItlElt
SAT. OCT. 2f . 1M7
girl was thrown from the car 
when it smashed into the first 
parked vehicle, a truck. •Tlye 




VANCOUVER (CPl — Police 
today were seeking a "bleached 
blonde" who sped away In her 
car after a 76-yoar-old pedestrian 
wn.s run down Fiiday night.
The t)cdcstrian, John Aitken, 
is in Vancouver General Hospital
ng car into town from the Island with a fractured leg and shock.
lighway. They signalled the 
Iriver to stop for a routine check 
)ut it was driven away at high 
•peed.
In the wild chase the car crash­
ed into three telephone poles, lost 
three of its four doors and crash 
ed into three parked cars. The
Police said a 14-ycar-old air 
cadet told them he wrote the 
licence mimber of the car on 
his hand. He said there were two 
women in the vehicle. One of 
them got out. and looked at the 
injured man, then got back Into 
the car, which drove off.
SLEEPING OR LIGHT HOUSE­




FOR IMMEDIATE LEASE, ser­
vice station and Coffee shop on 
Highway 97 North of Kelowna. 
Ideal for working couple. Low 
rent for winter months. Phone 
4074. Vernon. 51
Freedom Ended After 
Nationalists Elected
The light of freedom went out The only constant factor in Africa 
with tlie coming to power of the i today is the enlightenment and 
Nationalist government in South foresight of British policy, and he
CLEMENT—In loving-memory of 
our dear husband and father, 
Ejuest L. Clement, who passed 
away on October 27, 1947.
"Sweet memories will linger 
forever,
Ttove cannot change them, it s 
true.
Years that may come cannot 
gfever.
OuLloving remembrance of you. 
Ever remembered and sadly 
missed by his loving wife and 
family. ______ _ 51
Building Materials
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 




PARISH OF OGANAGAN MIS­
SION Bazaar to be held on Wed­
nesday. Nov. 20th. in Okanagan 
Mission Community Hall, 2:30 
p.m. - 5:30 p.rm________ 51, 57,63
Personal
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY — 
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. 58
THE GUEST HOUSE 
SdGJemard Ave. Phone 3941 68
business Personal
S A V E  $400
One owner 1955 Dodge Mayfair 
V8 Sedan. Completely equipped 
with radio, overdrive, etc. A-1 
condition. 25 miles per gallon 
guaranteed. Must be sold this 
week
‘ FULL PRICE $1635
Phone 4230
51
WATCH "CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale’*—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-tfl
MAROON ’51 FORD 4-DOOR. 
Good condition. 538 Leon Ave.
55




MIPDLE AGED MAN WITH 20 
years butchering experience de­
sires job in Kelowna. Good refer- 
enlies, would like job In cold stor­
age counter work or cutting room. 
Will motor down for Interview. 
Now employed as Manager of 
Bank, Abbotsford. Phone 
Abbotsford 26798. Write Henry H. 
Wittenberg. R.R. No. Glenmore 
Road, Matsqul, B.C. 51
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or late model car, 
see us about our low cost financ­
ing service, available for either 
dealer or private sales. Carru 
thers and Meikle Ltd., 364 Bern­
ard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C. 53
WANTED BY MAN AND WIFE 
cafetakers or janitors, night 
watchman, kitchen help, camp 
cook. 454 Hafvey Ave., Suite 2.
51
LIGHT DELIVERY SERVICE 
any'„time. Call 3727. 55
Help Wanted
Tires And Accessories
HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR 
retreadable tires. We will buy 
outright or make you a liberal al 
lowance on new or used tires. 
Kelowna Motors Ltd. The Valley’: 
Most Complete Shop. F-S-tf
Articles For Sale
FOR SALE — USED 30 POUND 
PAILS in good condition with lids 
—25«. Apply B.C. Fruit Proces­
sors, 1165 Ethel S t tl
EXPERIENCEID Stenographer 
required immediately. Shorthand 
esSehtlal. Position permanent and 
I to'b salary paid. Apply Box 3208 
Courier stating^ education, ex­
periences and references. 51
ALL WALLPAPER STOCK now 
on hand at 507p off regular price 
at Warren’s Paint Supply.
47,49,51
Board and Room
FALL CLEARANCE OF ALL 
Shingle paint in stock while it 
lasts. At 20% off regular price. 
Warren’s Paint Supply. 47, 49, 51
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ONE. 
or,, two sharing. Phone 3902, 1054 
Bdrdcn Ave. ' 51
For Rent
Prince Charles Lodge
'Comfortable —  Pleasant 
Relaxing
Transient or Permanent Guests 
; Reasonable Rates 
Phone' 4124 
924 Bernard Ave^ 
Kelowna, B.C.
* 8-Uc
GIRLS BICYCLE, Frigidaire, 
self-defrosting. Like new 21" 'TV 
console. Also like new. Phone 
4502. 798 Elliott St. 51
FOR SALE-120 BASS "Hohner" 
accordion with case. Excellent 
condition. Phone 3818. tf
Articles Wanted
WAN’TED: HOUSEHOLD FUR- 
niturc, topis bedroom suites, post­
age stamps, trunks, old kerosene 
lamps, office furniture, musical 
instruments, pianos, r a d i o s ,  
swords. Phone 3045. Ritchie Bros. 
Auction Galleries. 54
WELL HEATED FULLY torn 
jshed units now nvnllnblc for 
winter rental. Bcnvoulln Auto 
Cdurt, Highway 97 at Bcnvoulln,
51
BRIGHT CHEERFUL 3 ROOM 
nulUs on 1035 Bernard Ave. Heat 
and light supplied $60 a month. 
Phttno 3920. 53
2 ROOM FURNISHED APART- 
M ]^T , close In. Suitable for 
young working people, 445 Buck- 
lond, phone 3314. tf
f o r  RENT-FURNISHED heat- 
cd'siiito close In. Suit working
r ÎUO. 579 Lawrence Ave. after p.m. 47. 49. 51FiJRNISHED -  iEMl".
basement. Central location. Phone 
4593. 53
IJtROE WELL, FURNISHED 
alcjeplng room. Phone 3128. F-tf
Canadian Wages 
A t  Record High
OTTAWA (CP) -  Average 
weekly wage of industrial work­
ers in Canada rose to n recor(i 
$68.33 In August, .up five cents 
from July, the bureau of statis 
tics states.
The Augiist figure represented 
a gain of $3.61 a week, compared 
with the corresjxindlng month a 
year ago.
The bureau’s industrial employ­
ment index, based on 1949 equal­
ling 100, ,rose in August for n 
fourth consecutive month to a 
record 127.4. This comp.arcd with 
128.6 at July 1 and 125,4 at the 
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Africa, Brian H. Roberts told 
members of the Canadian Club 
in Kelowna.
Born in Johannesburg. Mr. Ro­
berts has spent most of "his life 
there, leaving it only when he 
ealized that under the National­
ist regime, there was no longer 
any future there for his children. 
Travelling extensively in both 
Europe and Amex'ica, he now 
lives in Victoria.
Thoroughly conversant with his 
s\;bject, the speaker painteil a 
gloomy picture of the existing 
situation in South Africa, where 
everything has been taken from 
the black man, leaving only the 
smouldering fire.s of racial hat­
red that—fed by the fires of com­
munism—someday will flare into 
into the fires of resolution.
’There arc two tmgedies in 
South Africa today; 1. fear of be­
ing engulfed by the culture of the 
English-spe.akmg world; and 2, 
fear of the black man. whom, 
under the Nationalists, have been 
legislated into virtual slavery, for 
all time. Qinlifying the words 
‘for all time” , Mr. Roberts said 
that perhaps "for tl)e life of the 
nresent government" might be a 
better choice of words, but that 
he feared that regime would be 
brought to an end only by revo­
lution—rather than by peaceful 
evolution.
SMUTS GREAT MAN 
Delving back into the history of 
the Boer War, which he termed 
flagrant act of oppression on 
Britain’s part, and in which, fin­
ally, 200,000 British troops were 
fighting Gen. Smuts 600 men, Mr 
Roberts told of the resulting ex 
perience that "almost succeed 
ed" . . .
, Smuts was a great man—a 
great statesman and a great gen­
eral, who determined to make 
the best possible terms with the 
conquerors. Such was the atti­
tude of Smuts, an attitude that 
inade such an impression bn Bri­
tain—who had fought a three- 
year war—that after four years 
of peace, she gave the country 
back to its people.
Smut’s Boers Mr. Roberts des­
cribed as an enlightened people, 
not afraid to expose themselves 
to an t enlightened culture in 
which the youth of the land was 
growing up under conditions that 
nromised a perfect solution. The 
Nationalist government h a s  
changed all that, and as a rê  
suit freedom of choice in educS' 
tioh has been taken away—this 
being one of the important links 
that bound British and BOers to­
gether,.'The maintaining of white 
supremacy now is the goal, and 
while voluntary segregation al­
ways existed, it has how becopie 
law.
BLACKS GETTING DEAL
In other parts of Africa the 
black man is "getting a deal" 
particularly in the Central Afrl 
can Federation, where he has so­
cial and economic equality, ns 
well as Dolitical representation 
and i.s allowed to become what he 
likes, Mr. Roberts described this 
experiment as "daring" but 
which has a good chance of sue 
cess.
In Africa, which is being de­
veloped by six different European 
countries, there are blacks of a 
dozen different stocks, many dif­
ferent languages and, religions 
nil of which makes for confusion 
Of the social experiments being 
tried there, which might seem of 
little interest to,Canadians, where 
there is ho color problem, Mr 
Roberts warned tlint that prob­
lem will come to Canada—and 
that within the next 100 years this 
country too, will have to cope 
with it.
Sneaking of Egypt, ho stated 
that It had hurt to see the wnv in 
which the rc.st of the world let 
Britain and France down In the 
crisis of a year ago. Britain at 
that time went into Egypt—not 
oppress her, but to get there be 
fore the Rus.slnns, whoso stock- 
nllcs already had been going in 
for two or three years.
Commuhlspi will sxxrcad like 
n jungle fire if Russia gets a 
foothold in Cairo, ho said, adding
warned that the backward people 
of that continent must not be 
driven into Russia’s arms 
Egypt’s 25 million people owe 
what they have to Britain, he 
went on. If she wanted to control 
or oppress that country, she has 
only to stop the flow of the Nile— 
the source of which—Lake Vic­
toria—is British territory.
LIGHTER SIDE
On the lighter side, Mr. Ro­
berts dealt with the wild life of 
the vast African continent, where 
Nature does everything extra 
vagantly, even to riches, such as 
gold and diamonds. Most of the 
continent corfsis>s of equatorial, 
tripical and sub-tropical regions 
where the real riches are the 
minerals.
The largest gold-bearing reef in 
the world is in Africa. Vast un­
derground mines, that go more 
than 10,000 feet into the earth 
mine the gold, and in those mines 
men may travel 30 to 40 miles 
without coming to surface 
Huge water reservoirs, police 
stations and hospitals—all are to 
be found in these vast imder- 
ground regions.
Diamonds abound in profusion, 
and were it not for artificial con­
trol, the average woman could be 
dripping with these dazzling gems 
which may be found in holes 
mile in diameter and perhaps a 
mile underground. In other places 
bulldozers scrape away 40 feet 
or so of soil, and there diamonds 
are found again . . . The soil is 
sieved in this latter mining, in 
which operating expense is com­
paratively small.
Giving .a  delightful description 
of wild life on the African con 
tinent, Air. Roberts said that na­
tional game reserves have been 
been the means of saving this 
wild life for posterity,
Of the lion he said that this 
animal is rightly named the “king 
of beasts" while the leopard is a 
ruthless killer—a murderer, kill­
ing for the sheer joy of it. 'The 
African elephant he described as 
gigantic, v e r y  unpredictable, 
warning that when travelling 
through Kruger National Park, 
the tourist Sees an elephant, he 
will be wise—retreat as fast as 
he can, for an elephant can come 
up on one—soundlessly—at 35 
miles an hour.
R h i n o s ,  hippos, antelopes, 
which includes the giraffe, croc­
odiles—reptiles, spiders—all were 
vividly described by Mr. Roberts 
whose talk was thoroughly 
enjoyed.
LONDON (AP-)—A super satel­
lite will be launched soon by So­
viet scientists which the Russians 
say will help solve the mystery- 
— will the e a r t h  die or live 
forever?
Moscow radio broadcast plans 
outlined today in Izvestia, organ 
of the Soviet government, which 
calls ' for sending aloft "in the 
near future” a complete physical 
laboratory.
In a scientific article it was 
said that the laboratory would 
circle the earth and be equipped 
to "explore the innermost myst­
eries of nature.”
WON’T BE MANNED
No mention was made in the 
broadcast if the satellite would be 
manned but presumably there 
will be no h u m a n  scientists 
aboard.
The super satellite will help to 
check experimentally the late Al­
bert? Einstein’s relativity theory, 
the article said.
Claims for the projected big 
moonlet were made only a few 
hours after the world’s first satel­
lite—r now three-weeks old — had 
ceased sending radio signals.
British scientists believe batter­
ies in the ISO^ound .satellite arc 
exhausted. |
SOVIETS ADMIT SPUTNIK I 
BLEEPING FINISHED I
LONDON (AP)—Moscow radio 
announced tonight the Soviet 
earth satellite’s radio has used 
up its ix>wer and stopped working.
The broadcast said Sputnik’s 
signals ended by the time the 
satellite had circled the earth 
326 times.
“In these circumstances," the 
broadcast in Russia continued, 
“optical observations will become 
very important as they will be 
the main means of measuring the 
elements of the orbit of the satel­
lite and the carrier-rocket and 
the further forecasts of their 
movement.”
T I ^ I I T O N
smeismsmUms i K m ^
®
•  Qualified TV Technicians
•  Open Nights
•  Reasonable Rates
•  Antenna Installation
Phone 4631
PENDOZI TV & RADIO 
SERVICE 
2942 PENDOZI ST.
A  NEW  SERVICE FO R  CONTRACTORS 
A N D  H O M E BUILDERS
H AR D W O O D  FLO O RS
i f  SUPPLIED 
★  LAID  
S AN DED  
FINISHED
M A C K E N Z IE  FLO O R S  L T D .
HARDWOOD FLOORING CONTRACTORS





9 a.m. to 5 p.m 
Mon. to Sat,
D IS U N ITY
STRATEGIC SpOT
Wake Lsland, United Stntc.'i out 
tost in the Pacific, Is on a direct I that Britain’s policy, In Africa Is 
line from Hawaii to Hong Kdng,- (to help—and gain a friend
T E N D E R S
as
Realcd lenders marked “ Tender for Crushing Gravel" will bo 
received by the undersigned up to 12 o'clock noon, Friday, Novem­
ber 1st, 1957, for the crushing of n minimum of Fifteen Thousand 
(15,0001 tons of gravel.
Quotations per ton to be submitted and intemized 
folliQWs:— '
(a) Crushing nn(̂
(b) Hauling from City pit to K.L.O. Stockpile; 
j(c) Stockpiling;
<d) Weighing.
F o r  further information contact H. M. Trueman, City 
Works Suporlnicndcm at City Hall, 1435 Water Street, Kelow­
na, U-C.
The lowest or eny tender hot necessarily Accepted
;-ll. M. TRUEMAN.
Continued from Page 1
favor changing the provisions for 
the rebate and the convention 
backed him up.
He also warned that an attempt 
at gaining votes through patron­
age would be disastrous.
“MORE NEXT TIME”
"If we try to build on the 
quicksands of patronage we Will 
go down like the Liberal machine.
T h e  t i m e  will come,” he 
promised, "when the Social Cre­
dit movement will be called upon 
to bo the government of Canada.
"We got six members from 
B.C. In June apd the next time 
we’ll get more."
The Premier said he. would 
“risk his government" on the no- 
pntronngq basis of dealings with 
the Wenner-Gren interests. The 
company, headed by Swedish 
financier A x e l  Wenner - Grcn, 
plans a giant industrial develop­
ment in the ar,ca north of Prince 
George. Government reserves 
granted have come under strong 
criticism by opposition parties.
There had been "absolutely no 
concessions" granted the Wenner 
Grcn Interests,In the deal. British 
Columbia stood to profit by "un­
told millions" from the contract. 
CANADIAN BODIES 
Today the convention will con­
tinue discussion of rc.solutions.
The league was asked Friday 
io support a move to abolish 
intcitoatlonal labor unions hnd 
replace t h e m  with distinctly 
Canadian bodies. •
TTic resolution upheld the prin­
ciple that “employment may be 
denied to the n^an without a 
union card" but added that re­
ports of labor bosses exploiting 
union members tor their own 
advantage "are  too numerous to 
bo dlscr^ltcd."
IX>W SEES CONSERVATIVES 
WITH OVERALL MA|ORITV 
VANCOUVER (CP) r -  Social 
Credit lender Solon Low sold IM 
day the Conservatives will win 
fhe next election with on overall 
majority.
In an Interview, he said Social 
Credit will "hold its own" in the 
House of Commons, Ho predicted 
Quebec would swing -to the Con­
servatives. At present only six 
Qtiebec \seats are held by the 
Coniervajitves.
His good work 
earns him money 
on top of 
his pay-cheque
H e is  an employee and shareholder of Imi)erial OIL
H is company helps him buy the stock 
that pays that dividend.
In  addition, he can look forward to a liberal 
retirement income.
Im perial has one of the most generous employee benefit 
plans in Canadian industry.
98 .6  per cen t of Imperial employeca who have been 
with the company a year participate in this “Thrift Plan”
Out of 14,000 employees, 9,000 are ahareholders.
And there are many other good things at Imperial, such 
as: earnings above the Canadian average—steady 
jobs—survivor benefits and group life 
insurance—sickness benefits—medical and 
surgical benefits-university scholarships.
And all these are reasons. . .
. . .  why people say
I M P E R I A L
is a gooil place to woik
I M  P  E  R  I A  L O  I L t  I M I T  E D
490 CIciRfnt Ave«
A. R. POU.ARl> —  to c s l Dealer
Phone 2209
,.ii "‘'W
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C A M E R A
Q U E R IE S
C O N T R A C T  B R ID G E
^ By IRVING CORBY
If you were not to be found at conclude this by saying that If you 
the Aquatic lounge last Tuesday j are going to take a picture of a
night, you missed one of the person, get close enough to fill
greatest opportunities of your 
lifetime to gain a wealth of sim­
ple photographic Information. 
From the beglrmer to the profes­
sional camera fan—there was 
something for all. If you didn't 
get to the meeting, then here are 
the three hints that Les Buckland 
felt were most important:
(a) Include a foreground or 
frame in every scenic shot.
(b) Get close to your subjects.
(c) Take three pictures.
WlTHOirr FBAME
First o( all, including a fore­
ground or a frame is of the most; 
importance if you are to avoid!
the whole frame with the person, 
or step back 500 feet and take a
that depthless flat look. A big 
bushy pine or some other tree or 
object adds a perception known 
as dimension. The picture has 
depth and looks "alive" if there 
is somelhing to hold it together.
Secondly, there are two ways to 
include a person or object in a 
picture. The first is to have the 
subject as principal point of in­
terest and feerefore centrally lo­
cated in the photo.
WITH FRAME
The next way to include a per­
son is to have them p lac^  in a 
scenic shot to add life and interest 
—to draw or lead your sight to 
the background scenery. We could
picture of scenery around (if-It’s 
any good that is.)
As far as the last hint is con 
cemed, I think it refers more to 
color than black and white. How 
many times have you taken that 
once in a lifetime picture—only 
one—and found out, to your utter 
dismay, that it didn’t turn out. 
That simple problem could have 
been solved by simply taking 
THREE pictures and throwing 
away two of them. You are bound 
to get at least one good one out 
of the three. This applies espec­
ially to those fans who take pics 
under difficult lighting condi­
tions such as night exposures, 
etc., where the exact exposure 
is not known. I think that I have 
given enough hints to swallow 
and digest for one week. How 
about getting out and making 
these hints pay off dividends in 
the form of better snapshots.
I don’t profess to be any cry­
stal-ball gazer, but you must ad­
mit that I was right when last 
week I predicted that it may be 
the last weekend to get fall pic­
tures. 1 sure hope you took ad­
vantage of the wonderful weather 
last week.
Hy B. JAY BECKER 
(Top BceordrHolder ta Masters’ 





4 A J 2
x n s s  EAST
A A 7
V Q 8 4 S  O l O . .
SOUTH
A K Q I 0 8 9
The bidding:
South West No
1 4  2 4  3d
3 4  Pass 24
4 4  Pass 24
) 4  pass «4
Opening lead — 1 
monds.
The art of counting out a hand 
is of invaluable assistance to the 
declarer. It stands to reason it is 
much easier to play a hand cor­
rectly if the opponents’ cards arc 
known.
Here Is a case where South 
was able to gather sufficient 
knowledge of how the opponents’ 
cards were distributed to enable 
him to fulfill a slam contract.
. 'The opening lead of the four of 
diamonds itself contained signifi­
cant information. West couldn’t 
very well have both K-Q of dia­






the king. Also, if the four of dia* 
monds was West’s fourth best he 
could have at most five diamonds.
The problem was to avoid, if 
possible, a heart loser, since a 
spade had to be lost. The nor­
mal play of leading the king of 
hearts with the intentiem of fi­
nessing the jack would not have 
succeeded in this deal. South 
avoided this pitfall in the follow­
ing manner:
He took the diamond with the 
ace and returned a trump. West 
won and continued with the king 
of diamonds which declarer 
ruffed. After drawing another 
trump, the A-K-J of clubs were 
cashed. South parting with a 
heart and West a diamond.
The crucial point of the hand 
had been reached. The hearts 
had to be tackled. South now 
took stock before proceeding.
West had shown up with ex­
actly two spades .and two clubs. 
West had (presumably) started 
with five diamonds. With nine 
cards in three suits accounted 
for. West must therefore have 
started with four hearts.
This meant that East had a 
singleton heart. If it was a spot 
card, nothing could be done since 
West would have a guaranteed 
heart trick. But if East’s heart 
happened to be either the ten or 
queen, the contract was safe.
Accordingly, a low heart was 
played from dummy. East played 
the ten and South went up with 
the ace. The jack of hearts was 
returned and when West played 
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(H.l.)19. Side by side jo. Smi' 
god
(Subject to last minute changes) 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26
4:30-UNUIT People 
5:00—Here and There 
5:30—Count of Monte Cristo 





8:00-WIFU» Reg. vs. Win, 
9:00—To Be Announced 
10:30—Cross Canada Hit Parade 
11:00-CBC-TV News
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 27
3:00-This Is the Ufe 
3:30—Portrait of a Queen 
Mile From London 
4:00—Junior Magazine 
5:0D-Country Calendar 
5:30-RCMP File 1365 
6:00—The Living Sea 




8:30—To Be Announced 
9:00—CGE Showtime 
10;00—Close Up 





5:30-Golden Age Players 















5:30-Enrth and Its People 







8:00—Fabulous Fishing In S.A. 
8:30—Dragnet 
9:00-GM Theatre 
9:30-Front Pago Challenge 
10:00—Profile (Pnblo Casals) 





5:30—Swing your Partner 




00—Bank of Knowledge 
7:30—So Small My Island 
8:00—Boxing 
9:00—The Rescue 

























7:00—Meet the Staff 
7:15—The New Chapter ' 
7:45—Holiday in the Snow 





10;30-r-To be announced 
11:00-CBC-TV News ’
SATUBDAY, NOVEMBER 2
4:30-^Adventure at Doorstep 
4:45—The Mighty Ones 
5:00—Here and There 
5:30—Count of Monte Cristo 
6:00—Parade of Stars 
6:30-Mr. Fixit 
6:45-CHBC-TV News 
7:00—Ray Forrest Show 
7:30—Holiday Ranch 
8:00—WIFU—Van. at Edmonton 
0:00—Berlin Ambassadors 
0:30—Flight to the Future 
10:00—Wonderful Mexico 
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DAILY CRYTOQlIOTE — Here’s how to work it:
A X YD L B A A X B 
Is L ON (S F  E L L O W
One letter simply stands lor another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the l e n ^  and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different. .
A Cryptogram Quotation
O (D J  F  K Q C F  W J  X P U J V L K C F 
F Z R Z B J . ’ P X U J  C U M P Z I J
— U J  G V J M .
Yesterday’s Crptoquote: PAINS OF LOVE BE SWEETER FAR 
THAN ALL OTHER PLEASURES ARE — DRYDEN.
W X Y J 
P B N J
Y O U R  HOROSCOPE
a r s
Ripley's














I BoSr ANP 
' URN PRCrAREf) 
'/ISA r,esnM {e  
OF f« S
i o y a u y
BELIEVE IT O R  N O T!
For Tomorrow
Sunday’s aspects are fine for 
accomplishment in fields calling 
for unusual ability, dexterity, 
quick thinking and acting. So be 
alert and, If necessary, be wiUlrig 
to assume extra responsibilities 
for the sake ot future gain.
For The Birthday 
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that, in 
job matters, you will have fine 
planetary help during the last 
two months of 1957, so try to take 
advantage of this excellent situa­
tion. New Ideas, backed up b; 
sound effort, should yield exce 
lent ^results—IF you don’t nntag 
onlze superiors by an unduly ag­
gressive manner.
Domestic matters, romance and 
creative work will be under gen­
erally good aspects during the 
first six month of 1958, but bo 
alert to a possible period of 
stress late In March. Iwook for 
great happiness through social 
contacts between June and Sep­
tember.
A child bom on this day will 
have great tenacity of purpose 
but may have to curb a tendency 
to domineer.
I
The Day After Tomorrow
You can make Monday a satis- 
factory day by living up to the 
things you exepect of yourself. 
Pursue your goals with zest—and 
pursue them "on your own." 
Don’t rely on others for help.
For The Birthday.
If Monday is your birthday, 
you should find the next two 
months marked by good oppor­
tunities which could eventually 
bring about a considerable im­
provement in your job status. Be. 
alert, and put forth your .best 
efforts, since your achievements 
between now and the end of 1957 
could greatly influence your prog­
ress in 1958.
There Is a possibility that you 
will travel in the middle of next 
year and this trip, whether taken 
for business or pleasure, shmild 
prove highly stimulating. Domes­
tic and romantic matters should 
prosper for many months to 
come, and new and original ideas 
could yield fine profit between 
Jaminry and June.
A child born bn this day will bo 
endowed with tremendous will- 
|K)Wcr and the persistence and 
determination needed to achieve 
practically any goal. .
ANO MS8HT I MQUieg.
-------  VHO TW-
WAS?






BROTHER AW S!SWR, 
MIRA, Since IHAYC
.AWMOVHtRWAS 
STOLEH BY PIRATES WHEN 
I, HERF1RST-B0RH,VM5 
ONWA Few MONTHSOIP. 
«T FATHER lORKA NEVER 
tW HER A&AIN.
IT’S ALIAPESPERATEUS HASHl 
INVENTED TOSiPARATB US.'...BUT 
COMB, HERE ARE OUR HORSES.
HASHl!
6a:c< s s r s  o u r  ovex. rue swamp
. TO SeAKCM FO/t tVSS )VCLt«.„
HAPPENED TO HiM 




MUST HAVE HIT THAT 
UM8 AND FALLENHE 
WOULD HAVE BEEN 
)CNOC<EO OUT,.,




T T M C A S T Le o FtO U P IA C
OftOtWSODEWOuSMCO PURiNOTlIf 
FRENCH REVOEUTlON WASAfiSAOUn) 
tVt too LABORERS USOW GUNTOWPOt 
PAIUV FOR 8 MONTHS
V E Ttrsnu  s m m  M v r m w m
TDMODIS fl^APtOiM pkhouka
p&otrcK A»iO COMH
0 «»n IN| lew •*** H ewi W
O H .B O 'y'l-irTR B T Y  
COACH COULD junr ) 
MB NOW, MOW//HO /
 ̂ ‘'bm d o w n —------
M r
i f i











here it  IS,,
GROUCHY
Tm- I  WARN veXj.
IF you’re going 
TO BE SO CROSS, 
CM GONG TO STOP 
borrowing 
VOUR THINGS
MY LANQl JOE. 
YOU SHOULD 
BE HOME IN 
BED...
MUMF^ ARE MIGHTY , 
CONTAGIOUS; YA KNOW.'
7 ^
BUT g r a n d m a  . . . .  IT’S  
CANDY MARBLES THAT  
MAKE MY CHEEKS PUF7= 
OUTTHIS-A-W AY.'.' r -
HAVE60ME MORE. 
GRANDMA//
^EW 4I?5/  'R A JA H ' TH8 T iSB R  
h a s  ESCAPED.FBDWTHE 
CIRCUS l HB AtXV SB IN 
YOUR NEISHBORHOODI w-whalzatT̂
■ H .
DON'T MOVE A WHlSKEKl I
■FT’
" ^ 1
TpiBASn, juN'Ok, IP 
A VOU DON'T PELiavB
/.IB, SO our AND 
0 U  FOR VOOWeuR„
THIS IS (SRANCWA'fl 
RE8ULAR 0AKIND 
PAY AND JUNIOR 







SHE 8 ^ '
a p u r V  







PCLIEVB THAT OWNDMA 
PUT A LOCK ON TMI 
KITCHEN CABlNfiT/1
1 ^ , ‘  
i
are *17 problems about rocketsi “inventions wanted by the armed 
and space travel, it says here, forces." , *
♦hat the United States govera-1 Some of the wants are right out
ENGINEERS SEE T IM E LY  E lE a R O N I C  DEVICES
A N D  IT'S  N O T  S C IE N Q  H C H O N !
W anted: Usable Death Ray
WASHINGTON (AP) — Thereimerce department under the title feet an hour without filling up
ment would like somebody to 
solve.
Sputnik doesn’t show on the 
list. But there’s something just 
as good or better—“aerial plat­
forms. manned or unmanned, for 
enervation and missile launch­
ing."
V TWs is one of 387 technical puz 
zlcs presented in a 34-page cata­
logue just issued by the com
of science fiefion. For example, 
a death ray. Or a device to get 
troops rapidly across rivers or 
canyons without bridges. Or an 
idea on how to put out an atomic 
fire in a big c i^ .
None of the problems seems 
much easier than those. For in­
stance, the Pentagon says it 
would like a tunnelling device to 
bcore through the earth at 6,000
High School Forecast 
For Winfield District
the hole behind i t  
The listing was prepared by the 
National Inventors Council under 
commerce department auspices 
in co-operation with military au­
thorities.
It describes In some detail the 
type of death ray which woulc 
please the Pentagon:
“Equipment of usable size cap 
able of producing destructive oi 
death rays effective at 500 j*ards 
without excessive power input 
Military application—to aug­
ment conventional weapons. Sta­
tus-investigations to date indi­
cated that tremendous amounts 
of power would be required us­
ing present techniques and that 
a completely new approach is 
indicate."
WINFIELD — The annual rural
The U.S. answer to Russia’s 
•’Sputnik” — the “Vanguard" 
man-made moon—is examined 
a t the Institute of Radio En­
gineers convention - exposition 
in Toronto. Left to right. Dr. J. 
,T. Htsnderson of Ottawa, inter­
national president of the IRE; 
R. M. Brophy of the defence rc- 
. search board, Ottawa, General 
..Charles Foulkes, chairman.
Canadian chiefs of Staff, and 
Clare A. Norris, Toronto, con­
vention general chairman, 'fhe 
Vanguard is expected to be 
launched sometime this year. 
It is said, to house more scient­
ific equipment than the Rus­
sian Sputnik and will be launch­
ed into outer space by an 11- 
ton, liquid-fuelled rocket, 70 
feet long. It will travel around 
the earth at 10,000 miles an
hour. Inside the 20-lnch metal 
moon complex scientific instru­
ments will be at work record-- 
ing data on temperature, radi­
ation and other phenomena for 
transmission back to earth. The 
three^ay IRE convention is the 
country’s largest scientific as­
sembly with hundreds of scien­
tists and engineers attending 
from the U.S., Britain, Canada 
and Europe. .
$140,000 has been held In trust for
Veraon Kin . 
W ill Again 
Sponsor Party
(CourierSs Vernon Bureau)
VERNON-Local Kinsmen will 
again be spomoring Hallowe’en 
.activities for the children.
The usual bonfires will be evl- 
’cnce. ’They will be in Lakeview, 
.lacDonald school park, and 
vest Vernon. Candies will be dis- 
ributed at these sites.
RCMP in Vernon expect this 
year’s celebration to be as trouble 
free as in 1956. However, they are 
fully prepared to handle it.
TOE DAILY COURIER 
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T
BUSY FORT
The Port of Loiulon comprises 
the tidal portion of the T ^m es 
River for a distance of 69 miles.
ODD FACT
Tliirty-five inmates of the state 
penitentiary in Angola, La„ have 
signed up for a course on how to 
make friends and influence 
people.
this purpose 
, Three repuresentatives were 
elected, Mr. Pollard, Ross Mc- 
Donagh-and Reg Moody. One of 
these possibly will become trus­
tee for a two-year term, and this 
will be decided at the annual
Hospital Insurance Listed 
On Fed.-Prov. Parley Agenda
OTTAWA (CP)—Health Minis­
ter Monteith said the question of 
hospital insurance might well be
Local School Population May Hit 
6,000 By 1962 Report Reveals
Kelowna's school population follows: (1956 enrolment In brac-
;aa y  soar to 6,0(X) by 19^
• ’The annual report Issued by 
ih e  district’s board of trustees 
!also presets an enrollment of 
5,600 by 1960, if increases are 
simUar to those of the past year.
. School population for the dis- 
"trict in September, 1957 was just 
’over 5,000 pupils, an increase of 
!S00 pupils, or about six per cent 
•over last year’s total.
; Increasing registration, school 
••u^orities say, will present t h ^  
'm ajor problems:
 ̂ —secondary school accommoda- 
•tlon in Kdowna, or close by 
I —elementary accomm&lation 
•In Kelowna
I  —elementary and secondary 
•accommodation at. Rutland.
). These are the school areas in 
•which are expected the largest 
'enrollment increases,
• A  school referendum for $319,- 
'000 approved in April will look 
’.after immediate neras, the report 
■stated, but it is obvious that with­
in a year or two, more capital 
■funds will be required.
A comparison of present enrol­
ments with those of a year ago
kets.)
Kelowna senior high, 589 (539); 
Kelowna junior high, 789 (726); 
Rutland junior-senior high, 494 
(475); George Pringle Jr. Sr. 
high, 195 (173); Kelowna Elemen­
tary, 1,256 (1,197); Rutland ele­
mentary. 439 (450); Westbank 
elementary, 137 (126); Benvoulin, 
60 (55); Black Mountain, 21 (20) ; 
Ellison, 46 (35); Ewing’s Landing, 
none. (7); Joe Rich, none, (8); 
Glenmore, 142 (135); East Kel­
owna, 85 (75); South Kelowna, 
30 (34); Lakeview, 94 (94);
Oyama, 88 (79); Mission Creek,
school attendance area meeting 
for Winfield district was held 
recently at the school.
Twenty-five taxpayers were 
present, also school trustee Art 
Pollard; school Inspector Gordon
Johnson and school board secre- ueciueu m. ^ ~ . .
tary, Fred Macklln. representativa'a meeting later In Mfscussed at the federal-provin-
Mr,, Pollardi gave a report of the year. cial conference here next month,
the year's school activiUes, and qj interest was the fact that Commons, how-
there was considerable ^scussion is-passenger bus used to ®ver, that the conference agenda 
and questioning during the Icog-^gjjjpgj^ year’s overload Y®* been set.
thy and informative report. It from yjg three large buses, and Mr. Monthleth was replying to 
was learned that toere is every ̂ y c h  on its return trip to Oyama J, P. De chatelets (L-Montreal- 
posslbility of a j^or-sem or mgh Lonveyed junior pupils to that Maissonneuve - Rosemont) who 
school being built for toe Wm- Lghool, has been replaced by a asked whether Quebec has turned 
field, Oyama and O kanag^ 55.passenger bus. All down the federal offer to enter
Centre district within the n e «  buses are running full at the hospital insurance plan.
m ain°reSnV forsuch"a°bJ^^^^ .  The minister said he has not
the fact that by 1960 A motion of thanks was made examined all the correspondence 
Ih! ^u tlanS  j 2 o r S o 7  by G. P. health insurance.
wiU be fiUed to capacity. p r .  {“ ./P'j.'^^tob^wdl donTdm-
BMy the fall of 1959 there wm (L-Essex East), former health
b e ™  students from the t h r e e I - . - . - * -  
districts; 246 in 1960 and 265 by
tion to take part in the insurance 
scheme. The fourth is Quebec 
Requests from the provinces 
for a general conference on hos 
pltal insurance were under inten­
sive consideration by Ottawa.
55 (69); Okanagan Centre, 41 
(30); Peachland, 114 (114); West 
Rutland 51 (none); Winfield, 162 
(161).
Only two ungraded one-room 
schools were in operation during 
the school year 1956-57. One of 
these, the Ewing’s Landing 
school, was closed at Christmas 
when the enrolment dropped to 
two pupils. The enrolment at the 
Joe Rich school was eight pupils 
at the end o i June, and only seven 
were expected for September. 
Consequently, the school has been 







P A L M  S P R IN G S , Calif.
N o  Crown For 
Says
Diefenbaker
OTTAWA (CP)-George Hahn 
(SC-New Westminster) asked in 
the Commons whether, in view 
of Queen Elizabeth’s position as 
Queen of Canada, any considera­
tion is being given to providing 
K “ crown of Canada" for her 
visits here.
Prime Minster Diefenbaker re­
plied there is no crown of Can­
ada. There was a crown that cov­
ered all parts of the Common­
wealth. It was “divisible and yet 
indivisible."
MINERS’ MISSIONARY
John Pringle, well-known mis­
sionary during the Klondike gold 
rush, was a native of Prince Ed­
ward Island.
(AP) — Bing Crosby, 53, and his 
new bride, actress Kathryn 
Grant, 23, are honeymooning near 
here at the singer’s ranch.
The couple arrived by plane 
Thursday after a surprise mar­
riage in Las Vegas, Nev.
After the ceremony, the wed­
ding party drove to the Sands 
1 Hotel for a post-wedding break­
fast. A reporter addressed the 
bright - eyed bride as “Mrs. 
Crosby."
“Mrs. Crosby,” she sighed. 
'Say that again."
A scattering of fans met the 
Crosbys when their plane landed 
here. Bing seemed slightly nerv­
ous when friends and strangers 
pushed forward to offer their con- 
gratulafions. The bride stood 
modestly aside.
Asked how she felt she replied 
“Wonderful. Don’t I look it."
UP TO BING
Asked whether now, ns the wife 
of one of the entertainment 
world’s wealthiest figures, she in­
tends to continue her acting ca 
rcer, Mrs. Crosby said:
"’That’s up to my husband.” 
"She can ao anytnjng she
wants," said Bing.
In Hollywood, Bing’s brother, 
Bob, commented “He needed 
something like this. Bing was a 
very londy man."
Kathy, a vivacious girl with a 
degree in fine arts from the Uni­
versity of Texas, has been Bing’s 
most serious romance since the 
death of his first wife, Dixie Lee, 
in November of 1952.
Canadians Cultivate Scenic Site 
O n 2,0 0 0  Acres O f Forest
By CAROLYN WILLETT
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—A handful of 
Canadians are cultivating a 
dream already growing on nearly 
2,000 acres of lake and forest 
country in Central Ontoriq.
’The spot is Bon Echo, a scenic 
aite on Lake Mazinnw, SO miles 
northeast of BellevUIe and easily 
reached from a main highway.
The dream is to make Bon 
Echo an education and recreation 
centre — comparable to the Banff 
Schotd of Fine Arts. Alberta’s 
"CBinpwi in the clouds" alreOdy,
1
B O Y D  D R IV E-IN  
T H E A T R E
n iL  — SAT. 
O 0l*ctlS -2C
• ? n iA R S  IN  T H E
1961. Even by 1959 the number 
will be sufficiently large to op­
erate a full junior-high school 
with practically all subjects be­
ing taught.
Rutland at its .present high rate 
of increase, will scarcely feel the 
effect of losing the students from
Winfield, Oyama and the Centre.! •wrASHINGTON (AP)—’The sen- 
By 1K9-60 five ^passenger bus- L rackets investigating commit- 
es will o p ^ te  from thw^end turned its attention Friday to
Jutland. Sears Roebuck and Company in
^2*®’ * its inquiry into improper union
bSes“ t “ sa'’» to ro l 'm :re  than 
$10,000 a year to the taxpayers,
This saving over a period of 10 The first look, committee coun­
years would provide the addition- sel Robert F. Kennedy said, will 
al monies necessary to build the be taken at Sears Boston stores 
school. Since 1949, approximately I and at efforts by the .Retail
---------------------------- Qerks Union to organize them in
1953.
He named the opening witness 
as W. W. Tudor of Chicago, vice- 
president of Sears in charge of 
personnel.
x.Aaaav . Thc Scars Inquiry ties e lo s ^  
Amand. of a-Vernon cafe, plead- into the operations of Nathan W. 
ed guilty to assaulting Sylvia Shefferman. who heads Labor re- 
“  . lations Associates and who has
’ , ' . , +1,0 been described by Kennedy as aT he^ i^enL  occurred wĥ ^̂ ^̂  buster,
accuse!^ asked the complamant
abl n e w  MINESWEEPER
legedly attempted to assist her M irfm a S
out forcibly. U iu  be commissioned at Victoria
St. Amand entered a plea of i^achinery Depot Tuesday at 3 
guilty, through counsel, to the p.m. (Commodore P. D. Budge, 
assault charge. The cafe man commodore of HMCS Naden, will 
was fined $25, and costs, or 14 be guest of honor.'The ship, which 
days. He was also required to has been about two years in the 
post a $100 bond, that he would building, will be commanded by 
keep the peace for three months. | Lt. Cmdr. Michael Considine.
minister, that officials of his de­
partment are contiguously avail­
able to discuss plan with provin­
cial officials.
Interest in getUng Information 
had been shown by Manitoba, 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, 
three of the four provinces which 
have not yet signified their inten-
Youth Remanded 
On Theft Charge
An 18-year-old Kelowna youth 
pleaded innocent when he ajv 
peared in magistrate’s court Fri­
day morning on a charge of being 
in possession of a stolen watch.
Magistrate Donald White re­
manded the case until November 
6 and Mervyn Kitchener was al­
lowed free on bail. C. G. Beeston 
is defending Kitchener.
GREAT MUSEUM 
The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art in New York has collections 
covering 5,(X)0 years in various 
parts of the world.




PARAMOUNT PHONE_ 3 1 1 1
Buy Book Tickets and Save
NOW SHOWING — Twice Nightly 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
PAT B O O N E
DONT WANT TO 
HARP ON IT —  BUT 
WINTER IS COMING
A reminder — to check your 
hot water bottle. Winter and 
colds arc with us again. Be 
cozy and warm with a hot 
water bottle from Long Super 
Drugs.
From $1.49
L O N G
SUPER D RUGS LT D .
’’IVhere AH Kelowna Savu"
COkOR
d e l u x e
O nbmaS cOPG ____
Satilrday Continuoas from 1:00 pjn. Cartoons
CtniwfyUa
COMING MONDAY —  Double Bill —  7:00 and 8:25
RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS
also
HELLCATS OF THE NAVY
Adult Entertainment Only
Off ’Trail In Nova Scotia—
by Will R. Bird
Princess of Monaco —
Gant Gaither
The Valles of Youth—
Holliday
(all about the Okanagan 
VaUey)
Better Homes and Gardens 
New Cook Book
CHRISTMAS CARDS 
A CARD FOR EVERY TASTE
Watch for our sale of quality 
gifts next week . . .  and save 
on Christmas buys.
TH E K E LO W N A  B O O K  
A N D  G IFT  SHOP
549 Bernard Ave. Phone 3177
CONSUL Mokei
is an established locale for sum 
mer courses and year-round con 
fcrenccs and seminars.
John Kidd of Ottawa, executive 
director of the Canadian Citizen- 
ship Council and secrctary-mnn 
ager of the Bon Echo comrnlttee 
said the group has been working 
on plans for tlie project for nearly 
three years
This summer Bon Echo’s first 
guests—more than 350 of them— 
spent one or more nights at the 
centre during a four-week period.
Two groups of youth hostellers, 
Boy Scouts, on Ottawa artists’ 
group and members of a national 
seminor on citizenship education 
Were Bon Echo’s first campers. 
SITE WAS DONATED 
, The site, boasting threb miles 
of aandj', blrch-Un^ beach and 
fish in the lake, was turned over 
to the people of Canada by author 
Merrill Dcni:;on of Montreal,
Mr, Denison is a member of 
the Don Echo ■ committee which 
will administer the project until \ 
n<Mi-protlt foundation is estab­
lished, Dr. J . Roby Kidd of ’Tor­
onto. director of the Canadian 
Association for Adult cducaton, 
is committee chairman.
“There Isn’t  much in  the way 
of a fund now," Mr. Kidd said 
In an interview. But the commit­
tee would try to glean financial 
sa ij^ r t  “here and there."
I li i t  summer. Don Echo camp­
ers lived in cottages already oh 
ttu> site.' A Bmall staff served 
meah( J n  a scrcened-ln. porch 
type dining room. With the pres­
ent accommodation, about 40 
persons can live at Bon Echo at 
one Ume.
Mr,. Kidd said plans for newx 
winterized units would house 
bour?««
81.000.1
G iv e s  y o u  a  m o r e  s o l id ,  b I g - c a r  r i d e . . .  6 - p a is s e n g e r  
r o o m i n e s s . . . h ig h - c o m p r e s s lo n  p o w e r  a n d  p e p i
There’s even more value than imets the eye 
in this sleek, smartly-styled Gmsul. Every 
detail, Trom rkdily co|ou^harmonized up­
holstery to roomy 20<ublp-foot trunk, is 
deiignM to give you comfort, convenience 
and performance beyond your expectation.!.
But for the h\g thrill, take .the wheel of the 
Consul. Relax with its bumfitsmoothing ride.
Feel the surge of its powerful short-stroke 
engine. See how It responds to your lightest 
handling. You’ll say this is the car that gives 
you mote of the things you want most!
Remember too. with all its extras, the 
Consul is a real thrift c^r. G el a ll the facts 
and a demonstration drive from your nearest 
dealer soon/
Modam, short>strok* 
4 -sy lln d « tr  o n a ln *
means less piston travel. 
Result: increased power 
and reduced wear.
ANOI.Sa« BOOSAO '  ^
iiHood-top sir Intak*
high above traffic fumes, 
brings in really fresh air 
for heating and ventilating.
BRITISH
Advansad "daap  soil" 
front suspantlon soaks 
up bumps . . . holds the 
road snugly and safely— 
especially on curves I
A N G L I A  . P R E F E C T  • C O N S U L  - Z E P H Y R - 6  • Z O D I A C - 6
P r ic e s  b e g in  a s  low a s  ^
|Sf ,««»>sat >»>«• •* u— M $1640
, ' \ . ' , 
S O I D  A N D  t I R V I C I D  BY P O R D - B D S B i  D I A L B R 9
L T D
a o u l '^  persons and cost about
fi\\i ./,ii -V
1^487 P E N D O Z I  ST: P H O N E  2 3 4 0
" i
